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It's a brand new decadcl Tengen's got 19 different ways 
you can start it off right. All of 'em are the hottest 
arcade games and movie titles — now ready for play 
on your Nintendo. They've got everything you want in 
action games: stunning graphics, dynamite sound 
effects and sizzling game play. That's the kind of stuff 
you need to really start off the '90s with a big bang! 
Look for Tengen games at your favorite store. 

To find the name of your nearest dealer or to order 
direct using VISA or MASTERCARD, call: 
1-800-2-TENGEN (1-800-283-6436). 

Super Sprint, 
Vac-Man, 
RBI Baseball 
and Gauntlet 
are TENGEN 
CLASSICS — 
our greatest 
hits at the |fiFTFi? 
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CCVEP ST€Cr - CASTLEVANIA 3_26 
If you thought Simon Belmont’s adventures had ended at the conclusion of 
Castlevania Part 2, think again! Simon’s back on the Japanese Nintendo 
Famicom system with an all-new quest to conquer! The latest installment in 
the Castlevania saga blends the adventure overtones of the second game with 
the high-action arcade-style game play of the first to create an exciting and uni¬ 
que sequel to one of the greatest NES games ever made. Find out more about 
this hot new title and when it may be available on these shores. 

ELECTPCNIC CVHINC EXPRESS_38 
We introduce a new regular feature to the pages of EGM this month called 

Electronic Gaming Express. This section will keep you up-to-date on the latest 

developments within the gaming industry, and bring you the first pictures of 

hot new hardware and software. This issue focuses on the new generation of 

hand-held game systems from NEC and Sega that are waiting just over the 

horizon. 

BCNUS SUPPLEMENT IN TEIS 
ISSUE CE EGM!!! 
Electronic Gaming Preview - 

TTe Ultimate Video Came Preview Guide 
Grab your VIP pass and get the complete story from the 1990 Winter Con¬ 
sumer Electronics Show. This gala event showcases the latest wonders from 
the video game world and EGM takes you there for complete previews of near¬ 
ly every game shown (and some that weren’t shown) to convention attendees. 
Look for photos and reviews of over 100 different games for play on the Nin¬ 
tendo, Sega, Genesis, and TurboGrafx game systems in this blockbuster New 
Soft special! 

TRICES CE Tit TRACE_44 
Get ready for a brand new batch of super secret game tips guaranteed to power 

your scores higher, and make you play further, no matter what system you own! 

Sizzling secrets from the EGM super-stars, the U.S. National Video Game 

Team, join your best finds in another "Tricks of the Trade" video game secrets 

spectacular! 
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International Outlook 26 Sega Masters 78 

Gaming Gossip 28 High Score Club 82 
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POWER BEYOND YOUR FINGERTIPS 

1-QQO-NIN-1ODO 
CALL AND HEAR HOW THE PROS BATTLE THEIR WAY TO VICTORY!!! 

We will tell you about the special tricks, secret strategies and hidden power-ups to the hottest Nintendo*" video games. 

Simply call the Hot Tips Hotline at 1 -900-646-1036 from your touch-tone phone and you pick the category you want 

to hear -- like Action, Adventure, Sports and The Classics. Plus you also get info on the following categories: 

HOT NEW RELEASES: Stay informed on up-coming game releases for the Nintendo Entertainment System. 

We update our information constantly to keep you informed! 

KILLER CONTESTS: Win your choice of the newest Nintendo video games! All callers are eligible, call 

for details of the game cartridge giveaway! 

FREE NEWSLETTER: All callers can receive a complimentary newsletter featuring detailed video gaming 

information for the NES, previews and reviews of the latest games, interviews with 

contest winners, information on discounted game cartridges and much more! 

HI-SCORERS CLUB: If you're an awesome game player who has what it takes to enter this club, we ll give 

you a HI-SCORERS CLUB tee shirt! Call to find out what games are sponsored! 

The Hot Tips Hotline costs S2.00 for the first minute and 75 cents every minute thereafter. Don't forget to get your parent s permission. 
Nintendo, Nintendo Entertainment System and NES are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America tec. The Hot Tips Hotline is not endorsed or affikated n any way by Nintendo of America. 

Write to us at PLAY-4-FUN 644 N. Santa Crui Are. Suite 12-215, Los Gatos CA. 95030 
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One of the most frequent questions we receive from industry insiders and 

readers alike concerns our ability to track down new information and provide 

a complete story on all the latest video game hardware and new games. As 

veteran readers know, EGM was the first magazine to break the story on 

Nintendo’s upcoming 16-Bit Super Famicom, the NEC Super Grafx, Konix’s 

Multi-System, the Nintendo hand-held GameBoy, the color Lynx, and the 

Japanese Genesis and TurboGrafx-16 to name but a few. Over the months 

EGM also brought the first newsstand photos of games such as Gradius 2, 

Batman, Phantasy Star 2, and many, many more. 

How do we do it? Well, it’s not easy! Our staff maintains a constant 

relationship with dozens of contacts around the world. Not only do we trade 

news and information with the leading magazines of Europe and Japan, we 

also stay in touch with top executives at some of the leading manufacturers 

and development houses throughout the same countries. Over the past six 

months EGM ambassadors have traveled to Japan and Europe a number of 

times to visit important trade shows and meet privately with some of the lead¬ 

ing video game super-powers. 

Why do we go to so much trouble just to get a story? Because, as game 

players, we know that the most important role a video game magazine can 

play is in providing new information. Whether it’s honest reviews with an 

opinion, previews of upcoming softs, or the latest developments from over¬ 

seas, EGM is the magazine that will be their first - with all the facts. 

Sometimes other stumbling blocks will make it difficult to bring you info 

through normal channels. Some companies unjustly award private exclusives 

to competing publications, unfairly penalizing game players like you if you 

don’t read a particular gaming magazine. We never demand exclusives be¬ 

cause EGM feels it is your right to know as much as you want about all the 

new products on the horizon. For a company to hold a private showing of a 

new hand-held or provide an exclusive and thereby lock out your desire to 

know the complete story, good or bad, is just plain wrong. 

That’s why we’re introducing a new column in this issue of EGM! 

Electronic Gaming Express is your ticket to the latest developments in the 

world of video games. This issue we continue our edge on the forefront of 

technology with the total coverage and the first photos of the new Nintendo 

Express hand-held, NEC hand-held, and new info on the Sega 8-Bit hand¬ 

held. You’ll also find the first news and pictures of SNK’s new video game 

console, the NEO GEO! This is hard-hitting editorial you won’t find 

anywhere else! 
Combined with our regular International Outlook and Next Wave features, 

you’ve got the best ticket to the ever-changing video game world right in your 

hands! Steve Harris 
Editor 
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Got a problem? Riled with praise? Open up your mind and be¬ 
come a star in the pages of Electronic Gaming Monthly! If your 
letter impresses us enough we’ll put your name in lights (well, ac¬ 
tually in black ink) for thousands to see! Send your video gaming 
escapades to us at Sendai Publications, Interface-Letters to the 
Editor, 1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 300, Lombard, IL 60148. 

Saving 
Quarters... 

I’m a coin-op game 

fan and I’ve searched 

the country for a coin¬ 

op game magazine. 

I was reading EGM 

and I saw that a source 

for ratings was Re¬ 

play magazine - the in¬ 

dustry’s leading trade 

magazine. Can you 

help!?! 

Jonathan Johnson 
Danville, KY 

What’s in a name? 
I read your third issue of EGM and 

found that you made a few mistakes in 

your article about the Atari Lynx. 

First, on page 71, you had a picture 

showing a game called Impossible Mis¬ 

sion. The game is really named 

Electrocop -1 know because I own the 

Lynx and this game. The next flaw is on 

the following page where you stated 

that the Lynx comes with a sun shield 

and carrying case which it does not. 

Try to be more careful in what you write 

from now on. 

Sean Madnani & Sameer Samat 

(ed. - Quite observant, guys! Actually, 

when we prepare feature articles on new 

products and hardware, we try to dig a lit¬ 

tle deeper in order to come up with the 

behind the scenes info we know you 

want. What often happens when report¬ 

ing on pre-released games and systems 

are the inevitable changes that take place 

after we’ve gone to press. In this case, the 

game called Impossible Mission in the 

Atari press kits became Electrocop and 

the Lynx peripherals were passed over to 

save on costs. In fact, Electrocop used 

to be the name of a different game that 

was to feature a Tazer-toting law enfor¬ 

cement officer. Ultimately, the project 

was cancelled, but the name now lives on 

in a completely different cart. We feel it’s 

better to report all the important news 

and upcoming gaming developments 

The illusive Lynx Color System 

(ed. - While RePlay and similar trade 

publications do indeed offer the most 

up-to-date info on the hot new arcade 

games, they are written primarily for the 

manufacturers, distributors, and opera¬ 

tors of the games and not the players. A 

coin-op game magazine may not be a 

bad idea, however, or maybe as an EGM 

supplement. What do you think?) 

Looking for LYNX... 

I’m writing to say how much I liked your 

article on the Atari Lynx game system. 

The article was very informative and 

after reading it I went out and pur¬ 

chased not one, but two of the units. I 

must say that it is the most amazing sys¬ 

tem on the market. I just hope that 

Atari puts out more software. If they 

do put out more arcade style games it 

will blow GameBoy away. 

Steven Fields 

I wrote you awhile ago expressing my 

disappointment in the extremely limit¬ 

ed availablity of Atari’s Lynx game sys¬ 

tem during the Christmas season. I live 

in Michigan and they’re not available in 

stores here and it looked like I wouldn’t 

be able to buy one until sometime in 

1990. I was so disappointed I didn’t 

know if I’d buy one at all. 

After reading the good reviews the 

Lynx received, I decided to order one 

from the Ultimate Game Club that ad¬ 

vertises in your magazine. 

My Lynx came by Federal Express on 

December 22nd, just in time for 

Christmas! I love the advanced 

graphics, game play, sounds, and full 

color. GameBoy doesn’t rate by com¬ 

parison - Lynx blows it out of the water! 

Ronald Coif 
Belleville, MI 

(ed. - Everyone who has been able to get 

the ahold of an Atari Lynx has raved 

about the system's advanced 

capabilities. The main problem for most 

people has been simply in finding a retail 

outlet that carries them. In addition to 

the Ultimate Game Club (see ad in this 

issue), the Sears catalog outlet should be 

able to accommodate Lynx fans with 

systems and game cards if you act fast. 

Nationwide distribution of the first color 

portable will probably be delayed until 

Spring.) 

Coming Out of 
Your Shell... 

I really like the game Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles in the arcades. I don’t 

like the 8-Bit home version, and I’m 

hoping that is a 16-Bit version came out 

it would be better like the arcades. Do 

you know if a version of the game will 

be available on the Sega Genesis? 

Michael Ardisson 
Plainview, New York. 
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Rating the Review Crew 
First of all, I would like to say how 

much I love your magazine. I’ve been 

playing video games for two years now 

but have only recently started to read 

video game magazines. On the first day 

I ever bought them, I purchased four. 

Your publication was head and 

shoulders above the competition. My 

favorite part of your mag is the "Review 

Crew". Though I don’t agree with 

everything that is said, it is an awsome 

idea (and very helpful) to give numeri¬ 

cal grades instead of idiotic reviews 

that are always saccarine sweet. 

Asif Rahman 
Rockville, MD 

(ed. - We’re glad to hear that you and 

others value the information in the Re¬ 

view Crew segment of the magazine. 

With game prices rising into the strato¬ 

sphere, we realize how important it is to 

get honest appraisals of upcoming titles. 

Giving you four separate opinions from 

four top-notch game players (not writers 

who play games once in awhile) is the 

best way to give you an honest and un¬ 

biased review of a new game. Beginning 

with this issue, we’ll begin to increase the 

number of reviews we feature, in an ef¬ 

fort to critique as many games as we 

can.) 

Where’s the Team? 
Completely on impulse I picked up 

one of your magazines the other day. 

As an avid game player I was impressed 

by your informative articles and equal¬ 

ly well-organized visuals - especially 

your four-man Review Crew. 

I do have one question, however. 

How the heck do you get on the U.S. 

National Video Game Team? I believe 

I may have the credentials necessary to 

join. Please help! 
Christopher Lewis 

Houston, TX 

(ed. - Pick up the next issue of EGM for 

complete details on how YOU can join 

the gaming elite on the USNVGT.) 

Turbo vs. Genesis 
Debate 

I subscribe to four video game 

magazines, but next year I will sub¬ 

scribe to just one-EGM. You have the 

best reviews, by far the best rating sys¬ 

tem, and when there are new develop¬ 

ments in the video game industry, I al¬ 

ways read about them in EGM one to 

two months ahead of the other maga¬ 

zines. You’re the only magazine that 

would rate the new game systems, as I 

did before purchasing one. I tried out 

NEC’s Turbo and Sega’s Genesis and 

found the NEC to be a good system, but 

the Genesis proved to be the best! 

Ken Iler 
Defiance, OH 

I purchased my Sega Genesis two 

months earlier than my TurboGrafx- 

16, so I have more games for it (11 for 

Genesis versus seven for the Turbo). 

However, my brother, my best friend 

and I enjoy the games on the Turbo 

more. The Sega games seem to have 

fancier graphics, but the Turbo games 

play better. Keep up the 16-Bit cover¬ 

age! 

Jeff Kramer 
Pembroke Pines, FL 

While the Sega Genesis is more pow¬ 

erful than the NECTurboGrafx-16, the 

Turbo has a lot more games coming 

out. At the local Toys ’R’ Us store they 

have only 9 Genesis games, compared 

to 18 TurboGrafx games. The Turbo- 

Grafx is pulling ahead fast. 

Robert Benjamin 
Wysox, PA 

I recently purchased a Sega Genesis 

and it is a truly awesome machine. Tur- 

boGrafx-16 is better than Nintendo, 

but the differences between Genesis 

and Turbo are obvious. 1 don’t know 

who would want a system that retails for 

$199.00 and still needs a $35.00 Booster 

for sound and stereo quality that’s not 

as good as Genesis’. 
Kevin McGaffey 

Alvin, TX 

I don’t agree with your awarding the 

Sega Genesis the honor of "Best New 

System of 1989". While the hardware 

maybe more advanced than the Turbo¬ 

Grafx-16, the majority of the Genesis 

games are no where near as good as 

those available for the Turbo. 1 know 

because I owned the Sega Genesis and 

traded it in for the TurboGrafx. Even 

the better Sega games, like Ghouls and 

Ghosts, are ruined because of annoying 

flicker problems that are so bad in 

some areas you can’t even see your 

character! Is this 16-Bit power? If it is 

than I’d rather have the inferior system; 

especially when it plays more games of 

better quality 

Mark Payne 
Little Rock, AR 

(ed. - Ever since we proclaimed the 

Genesis "System of the Year" in our an¬ 

nual Buyer’s Guide, we’ve received a 

flood of mail from die-hard fans of both 

systems. Since this is becoming an issue 

ofgreat debate, we urge users of both sys¬ 

tems to respond with their feelings about 

the consoles and the games they play.) 

We Buy-Sell Used 

NINTENDO 
SEGA - GENESIS - TURBO 

GAMES 
HIGHEST PRICES PAID! 

Send For A Price List 

With A Self-Addressed 

Stamped Envelope To: 

U.v.T., inc. 
Olympia Plaza 

Route 22 East 

Scotch Plains, NJ 07076 

(201)232-3222 
CALL FOR NEW GAME PRICES! 



ELECTRONIC 
GAMING 
REVIEW 
CREW 

NES - Nintendo 

Super Mario Bros. 3 
Type: Action Release: 2/15/90 
Levels of Play: 8 Difficulty: Avg. 

The long-awaited sequel and latest 
chapter in the Super Mario saga continues 
the running/jumping/block-breaking of 
the Italian duo of Mario and Luigi. 

In this expanded update, you control a 
new Super Mario who must explore 
rounds of play that are scattered across 
landscapes. Claim areas and fight for 
control by playing a derivitive of Mario 
Bros.! New power-up items, special cos¬ 
tumes that broaden Mario and Luigi’s ac¬ 
tions, and even nastier enemies make this 
the most challenging Super Mario yet. 

NES-Sunsoft 

Batman 
Type: Action Release: 2/15/90 
Levels of Play: 5 Difficulty: Avg. 

The Caped Crusader comes to the video 
game screen courtesy of Sunsoft! In this 
NES adaptation of the comic book super 
hero and blockbuster movie, you must 
traverse multiple levels of vertical and hori¬ 
zontal scrolling to reach the Boss charac¬ 
ters that guard the Joker. Pick up the 
power-up capsules that are left behind by 
certain enemies to increase your available 
weapons. Detailed intermissions which 
follow the storyline of the movie help ex¬ 
plain the story and keep the action moving 
along at a fast pace. 
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Having survived the CES in Las 
Vegas, Steve is now looking for¬ 
ward to his newest Genesis fav¬ 
orites Thunder Force 3 and 
Atomic Robo-Kid! The head- 
honcho at EGM has also com¬ 
pleted Bonk’s Adventure and 
Neutopia for the Turbo! 

Some of Ed's favorite carts at the 
CES included Shinobi Kidd and 
Moonwalker for the Sega 8 and 
16-Bitters, Super C and Mario 3 
for Nintendo, and Bonk’s Adven¬ 
ture on the Turbo. Phantasy Star 
2 continues to be high on Ed’s 
list of top games however. 

Martin has concentrated his 
game playing on the new Lynx 
games and an assortment of im¬ 
ported titles like Castlevania 3 
for Famicom, Curse for the 
Mega Drive, Bloody Wolf on PC 
Engine and Red Alert for the PC 
Engine CD-ROM. 

Jim is in video game heaven now 
that he’s gotten ahold of Castle¬ 
vania 3, Batman, Bonk, and oth¬ 
er side-scrolling action adven¬ 
tures. Astyanax and Super 
Mario 3 are also high on Jim’s list 
this month. 

Super Mario Bros. 3 is the largest, most 
detailed, graphic^fl^iperb, audio en¬ 
hanced, three-metf)a«;piece loaded with 
perfect power-ups and extraordinary execu¬ 
tion, most fun-to-p^aRe I’ve seen on the 
Nintendo. This is oWRthe few games that 
comes close to a perfect “10" rating! 

Batman consists of spledid game play that 
is coupled with d^l^aphics and back¬ 
grounds. I’m sureR^Rone to capture the 
mood of the mov«MBf does detract a bit 
from the overall cfte^Vf the title. The in¬ 
termissions are w^^e and there’s plen¬ 
ty of challenge and play value here. 

Nintendo has done the impossible. They 
have created a gam#*® close to perfection 
as you can get. "Re^ best from SMB, 
add the changing^^^Halities of SMB 2, 
and beef it up wit^^^Rg of power, hun¬ 
dreds of secrets, ancProaen items, and you 
get the best game ever made for the NES! 

Combine the climbing action from Ninja 
Gaiden and the acti^^n Castlevania and 
you get the best aftnMme of the season. 
The dark backgJI^^jraphics parallel 
those in the movi^LidRd to the visual ef¬ 
fect. Excellent inte^Rions and merciless 
Bosses will wear down even top players! 

Super Mario Bros. 3 is awesome! It has so 
much to do and sc^flfctthings to see, that 
it's hard to believRo\*iey did it! Mario 
must now find new secreft while using pow¬ 
er-up suits that allt^iiAo change shapes 
in order to swim, fl^ma do more! One of 
the best Nintendo games ever made! 

The Dark Knight has arrived! Finally a game 
that does the BatoBBfcstice. This game 
has amazing grdKi^Vand game play. 
Cinema display swl^^e cool but could 
have been longeiR’dRally have liked to 
have cruised in the^^obile or flew in the 
Batwing, but all in all this is great gaming. 

This is the best Nintendo game ever made. 
All new worlds, fill^B^multiple stages to 
conquer, huge sciRncR'aphics, challeng¬ 
ing new opponent^^pHdden items every¬ 
where along the wM^^Rine to make SMB 
3 a thrilling game^m near 16-Bit looks! 
You have to see it to believe it! 

Batman is without a doubt one of the best 
action games to aflBBpa long while. The 
graphics are detailed^RETt a little dark, and 
the different weaponBower-ups are a nice 
touch that increase jBolvement. The game 
gets repetitive, hoRver, with new back¬ 
grounds the only real change in each round. 
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FREE OFFER FROM TAITO 
A free subscription 

to Taito's white-hot 

newsletter, Taito 

Times, sounds too 

good to be true. I'm 

a power-playing 

maniac and I'm into 

high-level winning 

strategies, the in¬ 

side scoop on new 

Taito releases, and 

puzzles that will 

tweak my brain 

cells! Rush out my 

first copy ASAP. 

/S'/W// 

Mnu 

City state Zip 

I Ilk* •• play Taita janti mi ISM/TanAy/Caaipatlklef 

Aailfa Caanaaelere *4/12* Apple II Apple lie* 

Atari ST Nlataada Oaa* Bay 
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In a Land of Impossible Evils ... 
the classic struggle between good and evil 

comes to life. Mixed with magic and the latest 
computer technology, a spell-binding game 
for your Nintendo Entertainment System® 
is born! 

As the hero warrior Victar, you will battle 
Wizards, Troglodytes, and Undead Souls. 
Master 7 levels and 3 worlds in your quest 
to conquer the demons of the Dark Lord. 
Traverse chasms of fire and mountains of 
doom to confront the fiendish Gatekeeper. 

Risk It All 
With cunning and skill you wield the 

ancient and broken Demon Sword™ To defeat 
the evil forces ruling the land, you must 
recover the Sword’s missing pieces and restore 
its mystical power. The journey is long and 
the way is hard. Gather your courage, grasp 
your blade, and release the power that is 
yours to control! 

Actual Nintendo Entertainment System Screens 

Beware the wrath of the Old Wizard 
of Cedar Mountain. 

Brave the broken bridges and terrify¬ 
ing chasms of Bamboo Forest. 

The magic of the Phoenix can save 
your life! 

TAITO 
(Nintendo) has evaluated the quality of this product. Licensed by Nintendo® for play on the Nintendo Entertainment System.® 

Nintendo® and Nintendo Entertainment System® are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. Taito® and Demon Sword™ are trademarks of Taito America Corporation. 
Copyright ©1989 Taito America Corporation. All Rights Reserved. 



NES - Jaleco 

Bases Loaded 2 
Type: Sports Release: 4/15 
Levels of Play: N/A Difficulty: Avg. 

NES-HALAmerica 

Adventures of Lolo 2 
Type: Act./Puzzle Release: 4/01 
Levels of Play: 50 Difficulty: Hard 

NES - Culture Brain 

Baseball Simulator 
Type: Sports Release: 4/1 
Levels of Play: N/A Difficulty: Avg. 

The follow-up to one of the first and best 
Nintendo baseball games, Bases Loaded 
2 - The Second Season, expands upon the 
proven play concepts pioneered by the 
original and throws in all-new features like 
player Bio-rythem charts, new angles of 
action, and a whole new season of com¬ 
petition. You can select your players and 
take to the field or go up against a com¬ 
puter opponent or friend in an impressive 
pitcher/batter duel. 

Saving Princess Lala is once again the 
duty of the wobbling and loveable fur-ball 
super-hero Lolo in this sequel to the ac¬ 
tion/strategy sleeper hit of '89. 

Lolo must once again find his way 
through multiple numbers of mazes, 
avoiding the enemy attacks that can be 
triggered around every corner. Uncover 
items and proceed from one land to the 
next to reach your love and complete your 
quest. 

Baseball Simulator 1.000 is a baseball 
game with a twist. Not only are you given 
complete control over the teams, line-ups, 
pitchers and other important aspects of 
play, you also have the option of selecting 
from a menu of different stadiums and 
special leagues where anything can hap¬ 
pen! Add to these features a number of 
other play settings and you get a very dif¬ 
ferent kind of baseball game for your NES! 

Bases Loaded 2 may not be that different 
from the original,■jl^piproves on some 
of the qualities that ^ffund lacking. The 
player bio-rythem cl^s are a good visual 
way of showing perSmance, and the mul¬ 
tiple angles used trrollow the ball make it 
feel like you’re part of a real game! 

This game is extremely similar to the first 
Lolo title, but a ^■■■tions have been 
made to the theme toMake it play slightly 
different. To me, L^Fnever achieved the 
recognition it desefled, and this second 
entry should provic^Dlayers with a second 
chance to experience a truly fine game. 

Simulator does something that no other cart 
has done and thaflHBA'ond your typical 
sports rulebook. This^Pme lets you throw 
firey fastballs that Ivn through player's 
bats, and take advsage of other special 
functions. It plays a^eat game of standard 
ball as well with good control. 

How do you improve on the best NES 
baseball game? Don't get me 
wrong, changes haveJ^n made, but they 
revolve more aroundffrategy as opposed 
to game play. Yo«an now judge player 
biorythems amonc^ther things. Other¬ 
wise, the graphics are similar as well as 
■sounds: 

Lolo 2 is almost exactly like the original Lolo 
game - a cart thatJg^d to be particularly 
enjoyable. What iKuK essentially given 
us is a whole new^lKmazes, along with 
a couple of origirflfeA’es, in a package 
that looks and feel^l^much like the first. 
I'll rate them the same in my book. 

At first this game looks like another me-too 
baseball game. game offers a 
simulation which ^triSTTV average and no 
where near as gcl^^Bases Loaded. If 
you want to haveWnBj do some really 
wild things, BS hai^Poption which turns 
players into super-humans. It's not real, but 

A good baseball game with tons of features 
and special gameHPftmations. Batting, 
however, is slop^^^td the control of 
fielders is awkwail^^^ music is slightly 
annoying, but the^dBs are pretty good. 
Despite some rou^^rcjes, Bases Loaded 
2 is O.K. 

If you played the first Lolo, you’ve essential¬ 
ly played the seco^^v. Lolo 2 has the 
same game play a^^^zzler maze-type ac¬ 
tion of its predeceB^^tti some minor en¬ 
hancements thro^M ir^The game opens 
with some great anWI^n scenes, and ad¬ 
dictive game play rounds out the cart. 

Forget realism, forget statistics, this game 
was designed for ^^Bfc'HJN! Baseball 
Simulator has got to 1Wthe most unique 
sports game ever m«l. I love the special 
pitches and hits lik^ie fireball and Ninja 
pitches which caM hilarious reactions. 
Loads of fun! 

Bases Loaded 2 goes to some new p'aces 
that the original ^■■reached, but the 
game doesn’t feel U^^s good as the first. 
The fielders react ^^gfcly, and I still favor 
a behind the plate*E^Bbtive when hitting, 
instead of judgin^rones from over the 
pitcher’s shoulder. An average update. 

Lolo 2 continues the unique game play of 
the first game. ThjPPuzzlers for the NES 
do have some ad^tjv^jualities, but they 
are not exactly oH^^ning in any area 
(graphics, game Ky^Mjsic, etc.). If you 
liked the first, than^Hrlike this one. If you 
don’t like puzzle games than stay away. 

Baseball Simulator plays a good game of 
standard ball, as m^^aking advantage 
of a special Ieaguefill3with power-players 
who possess the mo^extraordinary base¬ 
ball skills. The gaflb really excels here, 
taking advantage JFthe creative medium 
that video games are. A very nice game! 
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TOSS ONE 
AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS. 

A Trampoline... A Vitablaster... 

Blob has come from the distant planet 
Blobolonia™ in search of an earth boy to help 
him save his world. 

Discover his amazing appetite for jellybeans, 
and watch as he changes shape with every flavor. 

Learn to use this special power to overcome even 
the most outrageous obstacles. 

Join the Blob on his famous adventure filled 
with constant surprises and humorous characters. 
A BOY AND HIS BLOB.™ New for the NES. 

Published by: Absolute Entertainment, Inc., 251 Rock Rd., Glen Rock, NJ 07542 (201) 652-1227. Absolute Entertainment* is a registered trademark ot Absolute Entertainment, Inc 
A Boy and His Blob,™ Trouble in Blobolonia™ and Blobolonia™ are trademarks of Absolute Entertainment, Inc. Nintendo* and Nintendo* Entertainment System™ and 
Nintendo* Power™ are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1989 Absolute Entertainment, Inc. 



NES - JaJeco 

Astyanax 
Type: Action Release: 4/01 
Levels of Play: 6 Difficulty: Avg. 

THEY MILL NOT MHKE 

IT RHY FURTHER. 

At one moment you’re a student at 
Greenville High School when suddenly 
you’re wisked away to a violent world filled 
with monsters and beasts beyond imagi¬ 
nation. With a fairy as a guide, you must 
battle your way through these deadly 
lands to reach the Boss guardians who 
stand between you and an evil Lord out to 
capture the powers of the beautiful Prin¬ 
cess he has imprisoned. A variety of scrol¬ 
ling backgrounds, weapons, power-ups 
and more await you during your journey. 

NES-Fa 

Phantom Fighter 
Type: Act./Adv. Release: 4/1/90 
Levels of Play: 8 Difficulty: Avg. 

You control Kenchi, the well-known Phan¬ 
tom Fighter, in a battle against the evil 
Chinese phantoms known as Kyonshies. 
You must traverse eight peaceful villages, 
battling the ghosts with your superior mar¬ 
tial arts skills 

Phantom Fighter is supported with de¬ 
tailed scrolling backgrounds, extremely 
fluid animation in all the game characters, 
and a number of puzzle-filled quests to 
solve in between Kyonshie attacks. 

NES-Hudson Soft 

XEXYZ 
Type: Act./Adv. Release: 3/15 
Levels of Play: 6 Difficulty: Avg. 

Xexyz stars out as a standard action/ad¬ 
venture with rooms to explore and people 
to communicate with, and then expands 
its theme by taking players on a trip 
through all kinds of worlds in outer space 
and under the sea. Each round of play cul¬ 
minates in a battle with a Boss creature 
who possesses even more powerful 
abilities. All types of power-ups are at¬ 
tainable along the way, in all of the dif¬ 
ferent play environments that are visited. 

m 

Astyanax seems to be inspired by the Turbo 
title, The LegendaflHfe, but comes no 
where near as clo»^ts namesake in the 
areas of control arwre!^kition. Well drawn 
backgrounds and^eJssions add to the 
game, but the p^^ovement detracts 
from the well-intentioned play concepts. 

Phantom Fighter is not an incredibly intense 
game, but it doesA^toood job of taking 
your typical kung^^^on game one step 
further by addifl^Bhic/text screens, 
scrolling playfielc^UnMery well animated 
fighting technique^Wothing new, but a 
proven theme has been enhanced. 

What begins as a slightly below-average ad¬ 
venture game bec^^^Hmuch more com¬ 
plex and intriguing ao^n title loaded with 
multiple environme^E After getting into 
the game I becameM>oked. The graphics 
aren’t great, but thWexecution is well laid 
out and slightly addictive. 

Astyanax didn’t impress me much at all. 
While its heart is in theJBht place, the game 
just doesn’t play orJrMe well. The back¬ 
grounds are detai^irMome areas and the 
cinemascope int^W^Wis are O.K., but 
that doesn’t make up fffthe game’s lack of 
appeal or fun. 

Not a good game at all. While the back¬ 
ground graphics atfKmong the best, the 
game plays like eMst Jneration NES cart. 
The enemies in the(fc rooms jump and 
punch. You pun<^ton®ick. No fancy kick 
spins or slick mo\^WPe, just the very bas¬ 
ics. PF is boring and unsatisfying. 

The name has to go - no one can pronounce 
it! Otherwise we'HHh a very good ad¬ 
venture/quest game^pilar in concept to 
Blaster Master. Xew^offers a wide variety 
of challenging acticMn both character and 
shooter scenarios, bidden rooms, shops, 
and variety in game play make this work. 

This game tries to incorporate the Legen¬ 
dary Axe style of pMHPand powering-up 
into an NES gameBj^nly succeeds mar¬ 
ginally. The gr^ffncApre decent, and 
there’s a lot of diff^tegWsapons and pow¬ 
er-ups to retrieve,!^! the game simply 
doesn’t capture the same appeal. 

What I though would be a shoot-em-up rip- 
off instead turns one of the best 
kung-fu games NES. Extremely 
smooth animatioHmc»ickly scrolling de¬ 
tailed backgroun&brfl this game to life. 
Questions are thr^Wi to challenge your 
mind and a password rounds it out. 

A side-scrolling action/shooting game 
which borrows som^Mte play themes from 
games like Meg^^^Tand Castlevania. 
The side sequen<B^» from awful con¬ 
trol problems, buBa^Mjoter scenes help 
speed the action ufPWTfinal confrontation 
with an alien Boss. 

Astyanax simply doesn’t deliver what it in¬ 
tends to. All of th ABWbnts are there, in¬ 
cluding side-scrolH^^tion, detailed gra¬ 
phic/text intermis^n1*md mean Boss 
characters. The H^^®Droblem is in the 
game controls, whi^We sluggish and inef¬ 
fective. Strictly average gaming here. 

Phantom Fighter intends to be a super look¬ 
ing kung-fu kick-eMQBmd only succeeds 
half-way. The Agues are indeed well 
done, but the ga^^Mf is numbingly re¬ 
petitive, with on\m^&Mex\ scenes thrown 
in to break up theaB^i. Not enough here 
for more than a 5. 

The graphics and music in Xexyz are noth¬ 
ing to write home jpfcL They’re very flat 
and very average^Tl^Same doesn’t play 
well early on eitfB^^the scope of the 
game does increKe Jhigher levels are 
reached. Not a fabwMKjame, but one that 
offers enough to draw most action fans. 
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“7o the Citizens of River City: 
I hold your high school captive! 
With my gangs of students and 
vicious bosses roaming the streets, 
nobody can stop me now. Meet my 
demands - or else!” 

Slick, the meanest, most powerful 
gang lord in River City, has issued this 
ultimatum - and the entire town is 
powerless in a grip of fear! 

Fortunately, Alex and Ryan weren’t in 
school the day Slick took it over. But 
now, their fellow students are prisoners - 
including Ryan’s girlfriend! It’s up to our two 
young heroes to battle their way past several 
dangerous city gangs, then defeat the gang 
lord, to free the students of River City High and 
restore peace to the panic-stricken populace! 

American Technos, Inc. 
10080 North Wolfe Road 
Suite SW3-372 
Cupertino, California 95014 



NES-FCI 

WCW Wrestling 
Type: Sports Release: 3/1/90 
Levels of Play: N/A Difficulty: Avg. 

The newest entry into the video game 
Wrestling sweepstakes is FCI’s World 
Championship Wrestling. This cart com¬ 
bines all the bone-crunching moves and 
back-breaking holds of the real ’sport’, and 
carries the endorsement of the NWA! You 
can now control well-known competitors 
like Lex Lugar and Ricky Steamboat in 
single or tag-team matches against a com¬ 
puter or human opponent. Great graph¬ 
ics, customizing holds, and fabulous voice 
effects round out this cart. 

NES-Tengen 

Shinobi 
Type: Action Release: Now 
Levels of Play: 8 Difficulty: Avg. 

The classic arcade Ninja master makes 
his debut on the Nintendo Entertainment 
System courtesy of Tengen. Adapted 
from the coin-op game of the same name, 
NES Shinobi reproduces all of the star¬ 
throwing, karate kick-em-up action of the 
quarter-eater. Rescue hostages while 
wasting bad guys in each scrolling level of 
play, and take on the bigger and badder 
Bosses that wait for you at the end. Don't 
be afraid to use some Ninja Magic for extra 
offensive muscle when things heat up! 

NES-Taito 

Wrath of Black Manta 
Type: Action Release: 3/15 
Levels of Play: N/A Difficulty: Avg. 

Taito’s Wrath of the Black Manta borrows 
from many different side-scrolling action 
games such as Rolling Thunder and Code 
Name: Viper. Manta utilizes play mech¬ 
anics such as jumping and fighting, with 
special messages and graphic/text 
scenes thrown in to provide clues and 
move the game along. Each level cul¬ 
minates with a Boss battle before moving 
on to even more difficult levels of play. 

Once you learn the proper methods of in¬ 
itiating attacks, becomes a load 
of fun. It has a mu^pfreater attention to 
detail, both in terms^animation and game 
play, than similar Boris and promises to 
delight wrestling fS who got burned with 
WWF Wrestlemania. 

Tengen's Shinobi looks vaguely like the ar¬ 
cade version, buM|ggontrol of the main 
character as well^bjhe overall game play 
are sorely lackin<jB^Bpame still contains 
a high level of^cti J with more than 
enough enemy tm^^eut NES Shinobi un¬ 
fortunately comes up short play-wise. 

Wrath of the Black Manta looks fine and has 
all the necessary e^puts to create a great 
game, but the leB^Bacter just doesn't 
control as precisBBBshould. The inter¬ 
missions have ncBalBect on game play, 
but despite thes^^Fems Manta offers 
enough excitement to deserve its rating. 

Not a bad wrestling game! The selection of 
holds and moves jaMEMI is good, but the 
ability to execute ymjWes is only average. 
What gives the gB^B’ating is the ability 
to select which nrBesBrespond to which 
directional control^iBgraphics are aver¬ 
age, but the audio is outstanding. 

Just another version of the original game. 
Not as good asppgtyriS version, but if 
you’ve never playflthe SMS this one’s O.K. 
The game is fJMB reproduced and 
about as good a^thBJES can do. The 
graphics are onl^l^tge, audio is good 
and the game handles well. 

This game is only slightly above-average in 
comparison to othjpM^n/adventure titles. 
The characters anBa^ljrounds are drawn 
well, although thBWBloesn’t quite move 
as smoothly as AhoB. Special hidden 
rooms, graphic/tejBlBens and more are 
added to expand the appeal of Manta. 

I’m not into wrestling games, but this is the 
best one I've seenjpfet It features 12 dif¬ 
ferent stars of th^ftvWJ but the only dif¬ 
ference I could B^Btween characters 
were their specieBnoB- Nice graphics, 
sound effects, and wHBad Warriors...what 
more could you want in a game! 

Avery poor tanslation of the famous arcade 
hit. Choppy graphic and animation, as 
well as blips and b^Ss for sound effects, 
greatly reduce tl^^fBal of NES Shinobi. 
The game alsoBlBfcward control but 
slightly above-averaji game play. Not 
what Shinobi was meant to be. 

This game is nothing spectacular, but it 
does have some dp^t thrills. The gra¬ 
phics are O.K. anyeOTtie play is fair, but 
there’s nothing oB^Bpealing about the 
cart in general. BoBon’t have Rolling 
Thunder than yoi^^nt want to check it 
out. 

The most notable thing about this game are 
the great voice effeop^eriously, this wres¬ 
tling game impr^^s^pon previous at¬ 
tempts by allowH^^ers to power-up 
their characters wBsuHr moves. The gra¬ 
phics are also hancBpFuch better, with re- 
cognizeable images of the NWA wrestlers. 

Shinobi is just one of those games that 
doesn't come off we^n an 8-Bit machine. 
The NES version dBBlay close to the ar¬ 
cade version, butBt Bore sacraficing gra¬ 
phics, sound, an^i^b. You have to look 
hard, but most of theBin-op Shinobi is in¬ 
tact. 

This game moves quickly and plays well. 
Manta takes a Rc^^^Jiunder theme and 
spices it up with^^^BIwn intermissions 
and loads of hiddenJrems and locations. 
Wrath of the Black Bmta is not a fantastic 
game, but action fajf shouldn't find this title 
disappointing. 
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Hudson Soft* is a trademark of Hudson Soft Co., Ltd. XEXYZ'" is a 
trademark of Hudson Soft USA, Inc. Nintendo* and Nintendo Entertainment 
System* are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. 

The year’s 2777. And 

earth is gripped by terror! 

XEXYZ, a peaceful global kingdom, 

has been attacked by a great space 

fortress of bizarre mechanical beasts! The 

whole planet is enslaved, doomed to 
a nightmarish existence. □ Only you, a lone 

Star Warrior, can challenge the robotic 

monsters and their cruel empire. Only you can 

save earth from its horrible fate. □ Play 

XEXYZ, live XEXYZ. Look for it today 

at your favorite video store. 

^ HUDSON GROUP 

HUDSON SOFT 
Hudson Soft USA, Inc., 400 Oyster Point Blvd., S-515 
South San Francisco, CA 94080 • Tel: 415-495-HINT 



SMS-Sega- 

Ultima 4 
Type: RPG Release: 3/1/90 
Levels of Play: N/A Difficulty: Hard 

Genesis - Sega 

Mystic Defender 
Type: Act./Adv. Release: Now 
Levels of Play: 8 Difficulty: Avg. 

Genesis-Sega 

Phantasy Star 2 
Type: RPG Release: 3/31/90 
Levels of Play: N/A Difficulty: Hard 

One of the most complex series of RPGs 
to ever appear for home computers is tried 
once again on video game screens - only 
this time for the Sega Master System! 

Create your own character, or call up a 
current quest via the cart’s battery back¬ 
up. Four-meg of power is displayed on the 
screen as you travel between villages, talk¬ 
ing with inhabitants, purchasing weapons 
and armor, and increasing your ranking as 
you battle hordes of deadly monsters. 

You’re the last of a dying breed - the Mys¬ 
tic Defender sent to rescue an imprisoned 
land. Use your magical skills to fight off a 
host of evil creatures who mutate and tran¬ 
sform into even more aggressive mon¬ 
sters. The dual scrolling playfields lead 
you to even more powerful Boss creatures 
who award special weapons when defeat¬ 
ed. A power gauge that stores up and in¬ 
creases the effectiveness of weapons 
adds strategy to the battles, while the 
maze-like structures add challenge. 

Without a doubt, this six-meg super 
game is on top of every Sega fan’s list. 
Complete with battery back-up, Phantasy 
Star 2 continues the storyline developed 
by the first game and energizes the play 
mechanics with fantastically detailed 16- 
Bit graphics and sounds. The new quest 
involves the malfunctioning of a master 
computer that has once again repopulat¬ 
ed the land with monsters. Many puzzles 
must be solved to fulfill the requirements 
of this adventure and restore peace. 

Like most RPGs, once you’ve built up a suf¬ 
ficient party of ad\J^^Hrs with good back¬ 
grounds, fighting^^^way through the vil¬ 
lages and dungel^^omes much more 
palatable. Not e^ttnAt all, but RPG fans 
who need a lon^BBnture on the 8-Bit 
should be happy. Personally, I’d pass. 

Mystic Defender is a very well executed 
scrolling action titljflB^nay not get the at¬ 
tention it deserve^ex^) better-known tit¬ 
les like Golden its own, Mystic 
Defender moves ftdBw, but the action 
is good and the ^|Brcs are spectacular. 
Don't pass this up if you're an action game 

Not being a fan of the original, this sequel, 
while visually stinrfm*never really offers 
that much action or eMtement. Some of 
the tasks to perfornBIre bizarre, but the 
storyline is interest* for a while. PS2 can 
stand on its own, b JHans of the first will ap¬ 
preciate it the most. 

An excellent translation of the popular com¬ 
puter game. Ea^p^tperforms the NES 
game and offers ^ar^iours of play. The 
graphics are well *I^Lr the SMS. All the 
spells, magic, ar«ig»ig are here as are 
the mazes and baraBBnes. If you finished 
Phantasy Star, start looking for Ultima 4. 

Another graphically exciting game for the 
Genesis. MD reall*|g|s off the power of 
the 68000 process^^^Tp away the superb 
graphics and audB^Bever, and you get 
another me-too MtioiBdventure. While 
the enemies are fSlBrable and the wea¬ 
pons powerful, there should be more game. 

Incredible! The original PS on the SMS was 
an unbelievable g^p^^dd more memory 
and throw in the ^pew the Genesis and 
you end up with ^^pHlest, longest, and 
best RPG cart ey^rjae! The price is 
scary, but considafc^mow many hours it 
takes to complete, PS2 is definitely Sega’s 

This game doesn’t have good graphics or 
sounds, but mos^B^kdon’t require such 
things to be conBe* worthwhile. The 
animation and sa^^^kare poor, the gra¬ 
phics are flat, bu^^^Bk and challenge of 
this game are whaMflrces it work. 

An excellent Genesis game with unique play 
themes and nev^HH power-ups that 
utilize the power metoMrrangement made 
popular in R-Type. ^Beautiful background 
graphics and musjBhighlight the game. 
Awesome magic Qk\\s and challenging 
Bosses round out this cart. 

RPGs aren’t my thing, but this one has a 
monstrous quest can get involved 
with and lost in. »^bpend many days 
solving this 6-mec9NK3uster! I wish the 
battle scenes weiBanBidscapes instead 
of a boring blue ^i^Kit all in all PS2 is 
presented well. 

Ultima 4 fits the niche for players who have 
been waiting foflH^pRPG. While this 
game offers little in ta*s of intense action, 
the puzzles and shBr size of the play en¬ 
vironment guaranjBs a lot of exploring. 
The character genBrtion is well done, and 
the battery back-up is a welcome necessity. 

Mystic Defender is one of the most striking 
video games yet for the Genesis. 
The backgroundsMe ywn in pristine de¬ 
tail, and the level 9iCn is kept at a high 
pace throughoutBchBvel. Each round 
also is topped off wBiBumber of Boss en¬ 
counters. A super action/adventure! 

From the opening animations that explain 
the storyline and *he quest, to the 
final battles, PS2 nB with puzzles, ac¬ 
tion, and mystery^■M'aphics are not ex¬ 
ceptional, but areBndB well, and the bat¬ 
tle scenes provide e^^Bf the nastiest look¬ 
ing monsters you’ll ever see. A great RPG! 
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Nine larger than 
life missions! 

Outrageous martial 
arts moves like the 
Cyclone Spin Kick’ 

1989 Accu 



TurboGrafx-NEC 

Final Lap Twin 
Type: Driver/RPG Release: Now 
Levels of Play: 20 Difficulty: Avg. 

Rev your engines and get the pedal to 
the metal! Final Lap Twin is real racing ac¬ 
tion, with real tournament play in both For¬ 
mula One and standard scenarios. Select 
between practice laps or a world tourna¬ 
ment that takes you across the globe to 
race on some of the most famous tracks! 
Choose between automatic and manual 
transmissions and weave through the 
pack to reach the top six positions and go 
for first place. An ingenious RPG adven¬ 
ture is also included in this intense racer. 

TurboGrafx-NEC 

Cratermaze 
Type: Maze Release: 3/15/90 
Levels of Play: 60 Difficulty: Varies 

In Cratermaze, you must explore the pas¬ 
sageways of 60 different mazes, each fill¬ 
ed with scattered treasure as well as nasty 
creatures up to no good. These charac¬ 
ters can be eliminated via a special crater- 
gun that creates holes which trap the bad 
guys, and also fill holes to kill them. Other 
power-up implements, like shoes to move 
faster and exploding bombs, can be used 
during each level. If you manage to defeat 
the mid-game and end-game Bosses, 
your friends will be freed! 

TurboGrafx-NEC 

Bonk’s Adventure 
Type: Action Release: 4/15/90 
Levels of Play: 5 Difficulty: Hard 

The new role-model for the NEC Turbo- 
Grafx appears to be Bonk: a sheepish cave 
warrior with a very hard head! 

Each level of Bonk is loaded with prehis¬ 
toric creatures on land, in the air, and in 
the sea. Also present are colored flowers 
that hide extra surprises like life extenders 
and more monsters. Bonk can waste the 
bad guys and the Bosses they control by 
head-butting them or jumping high and 
landing head-first! Bonus rounds and 
special techniques round out the game. 

The racing portion of this title is executed 
well, with plenty available and 20 
different tracks to rac3n. The tournament 
mode gets repetitiv^Ren though the cour¬ 
ses change, howev^and you may be tired 
of racing by the timRou reach the end. The 
RPG isn’t great, but it is a fun diversion. 

The enjoyment you get depends on the dif¬ 
ficulty. At its easiest^tap game is a push¬ 
over, appealing onl^Mounger audiences. 
At the higher \evdM Singing doors, and 
faster bad guys arfilSito make it almost 
too difficult. Either vS> the game’s not 
much fun and the graphics remain sparse. 

This is the first real step NEC has made at 
developing an character (which 
will appear in futur^Hls). This first effort 
is very good, from thSraphics and anima¬ 
tion to the sound cScts and game play. 
The bonus rooms am diversity and the con¬ 
tinue is welcome. A bit short, but very good! 

Overall a decent racing game. FLT offers 
good graphics but the head-to- 
head competitior^P^R makes the game 
fun. The race/questStion is different and 
not especially grealAlot as fast as Victory 
Run but much moRenjoyable because of 
the two player split-screen play. 

Another game oriented to younger players. 
If you are a Lode Rui^tf fan it could be of 
interest but the 60 le^H)ffer little variety to 
hold a person’s The difficulty sel¬ 
ection either makHlAiame too easy or 
impossibly difficult. GR>hics aren’t excep¬ 
tional and the game gets boring quickly. 

Bonk’s Adventure reminds me a lot of the 
Super Mario chara^j^Bonk is a cute char¬ 
acter cast in a wvna game filled with 
above-average bri*[®rawn colors. Lev¬ 
els are tied togeht^wejnd executed even 
better. The Bossel^^Krtoony, yet mean, 
and whole game is very, very well done. 

An RPG driving game, all I can to this al¬ 
ready rediculous id<yg| that its very poor 
first-person graphia#Rid almost non-rel- 
evant quest makg^is^Turbo game which 
could have been RnBiuster if it stuck to 
the arcade original. Ristead it ends up 
being a real disappointment. 

An average maze-type game which seems 
to be Lode Runne^^an overhead per¬ 
spective. On its eflestlevels, Cratermaze 
will prove to be RR^hrough for most 
players. This oned&d Jitely intended for 
younger players. 

A great new action game for the Turbo! 
You're a cavemaMghAtf ust head-butt his 
way through preh!sto!^R>stacles and dino¬ 
saur foes. Great! E^Rlent game play and 
bright and detaileo«artoon-like graphics 
will delight all typR of players. Enough 
challenge for all players. 

Final Lap Twin doesn’t excel as a RPG (there 
are very few choicapMou go in one direc¬ 
tion and it’s solveiMor 3ft action driver. The 
split screen provRf^^interesting effect, 
but limits playab^^He structure of the 
race is fine, and th^BBKilty is just right, but 
FLT is not intense enough as a racing game. 

Cratermaze looks bright and flashy, but has 
next to no game ojp^Not only are you 
doing the same twfgj level 50 that you 
did on level 1, the gaj»rovides too many 
power-ups and cteoe^ntes into a walk¬ 
through with little Harder levels add 
challenge, but are too difficult. Forget it! 

Forget about the Cratermazes and Final 
Laps, this is wha^j^Turbo does best! 
Bonk is an exc^reiR^ide-scrolling ac¬ 
tion/adventure mm with superb 
graphics, excellent!u^ and sounds, and 
enough variety ii^qRplay mechanics to 
allow for all kinds of options. A great game 
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HOW I WRESTLED 
MACHO MAN1 AND WONr 

by Chris “the Crusher”Johnson 

" 

“I just beat ‘Macho Man’ Randy Savage™! And I did it on 
Acclaim’s WrestleMania® for Nintendo® This is one 
tough video game. It’s got incredible wrestling 
moves, and the best VWVF superstars. 

“When I wrestled ‘Macho Man’, I was Hulk 
HoganT.M(Nobody beats the Hulk.) I went head-to-head 
with my friend, Johnny Sterner. He was ‘Macho Man’. 

He came at me with his patented 
flying elbow smash and a 

> head butt, two of his best ^ A 
moves. But I was the 

Hulkster,™ down but never out. 
“At first I kept my distance, letting 

my power level build up. I was smart 
enough not to corner the ‘Macho 

Man’, because that’s when he turns 
into a real Savage. Then I came 

back with a furious attack— 
an uppercut smash, a head 
butt and a drop kick, wearing 

him down and keeping him 
from grabbing his energizers. 

“I finished him off with the 
ultimate body slam g 

and... I’d tell you more, but 
if we met— 

you might beat 
fir it it it it it it it 
I * * 

* ft?ethe same way. 
“Wanna try? Go out and 

get Acclaim’s WWF WrestleMania® for 
your Nintendo!0 It’s the video 
game to beat!” 

4«laim 
entertainment, inc. 

Masters of the Game 

c 

HULK HOGAN’ 

iV. 

HONKYTONK MAN ’ 

ANDRE THE GIANT ' 

Ml rights reserved Nintendo* and Nintendo Entertamr 



GameBoy-FQ 

Boxxle 
Type: Puzzler Release: 3/15/90 
Levels of Play: 108 Difficulty: Hard 

GameBoy - Nintendo 

Golf 
Type: Sports Release: 3/15/90 
Levels of Play: N/A Difficulty: Avg. 

GameBoy - Bandai 

Hyper Lode Runner 
Type: Puzzler Release: 4/15/90 
Levels of Play: 50 Difficulty: Hard 
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Boxxle is a special puzzle game adapted 
from the computer game called So-Ko- 
Ban. In it you must move strategically- 
placed boxes onto an equal number of tar¬ 
get dots that are placed in special posi¬ 
tions. As a handy warehouse worker, you 
must use your brains to manuever the 
crates around the room and onto the 
designated dots. Two sizes of action add 
even more challenge, an edit mode lets 
you create your own puzzles, and intermis¬ 
sions play between each level. 

Beside bearing the distinction of the first 
GameBoy game with battery back-up, 
Nintendo’s Golf for the hand-held Game¬ 
Boy also manages to play a very decent 
game of golf! 

A number of options are showcased, in¬ 
cluding inputing your name, selecting 
Japanese or American courses, and using 
any one of a dozen clubs. Sub-screens 
allow you to view the whole course and the 
green, and indicators display the relative 
ball position, wind speed, etc. 

An extension of the now-famous com¬ 
puter game, Hyper Lode Runner incor¬ 
porates the standard LR rules within the 
smaller GameBoy screen. Game play 
scrolls to accomodate a larger playfield, 
although the whole level can be paused 
and viewed. The object is to retrieve piles 
of gold by using ladders and ledges, while 
outsmarting the troops that give chase. 
The pursuers can be stopped by digging 
pits to trap them and play progresses 
when all treasures are captured. 

Boxxle is not just another GameBoy puzzle 
game - it is THE|£afaagpy puzzle game. 
This cart is extremely^wcult, but also very 
challenging and evei^fghtly addictive. The 
edit mode is a niceMjch, but beating the 
100 + puzzles the cJlputer has to offer will 
keep anyone occupied for days. 

This game unfortunately is rather limited 
with only two coigggHAeyond that minor 
problem, however^3r is a remarkable 
simulation of the reaJmiort that has to rank 
as one of the best ^sions ever done. No 
3-D images are us4| but the game is well 
made and should please golf fans. 

I never liked Lode Runner at all since there 
are no weapons andparay ways out. Plot¬ 
ting your strategy4eg« at the beginning 
of each level and wl^Ethe object seems 
simple enough, e« thMarliest rounds are 
overly frustrating.^l^^raphics are O.K., 
but the puzzling game play is no fun at all. 

A very addictive puzzle game. Pushing 

blocks on top of g^gagapnds easV> but in 
reality proves to bec^S challenging. Up 
to level 5 the game ^^s interesting. After 
that, however, it gejBo hard and complex 
it becomes more oWchore. No real graph¬ 
ics or sound, but the game is fun for awhile. 

This is the best GameBoy sports game to 
date. It's so gooc^Bfect, that it outper¬ 
forms the NES Go^Tj holes are difficult 
to master, with tr^HCvwhere. The bat¬ 
tery back-up is a niStoBi because it saves 
your scores. It s unfair in some instances 
but remains excellent in almost every way. 

The NES version was a dog and so is the 
GameBoy copy. It^B&hard and offers lit¬ 
tle enjoyment as y^Tp®. Each level is vir¬ 
tually the same and^^ game becomes 
frustrating very qifekl^B you like LR it is a 
good conversion amMlfsigned to be more 
difficult than average. Way too hard. 

A nice addition to the GameBoy library of 
games, Boxxle isi^fl^action title nor a 
shoot-em-up, butM^^y addictive puzzle 
game. Over 100 Jlifferork screens each re¬ 
quire thought andMannBg. A nice portable 
game that does geWwrepetitive. 

GameBoy plays an excellent game of Golf. 
All of the features gou^aKpect from the real 
sport are brought tog3rer perfectly in this 
portable version, I&jffferent holes to play 
and a battery bacl^B allows you to save 
previous games. G^d scrolling and game 
play should please most golf fans. 

This is Lode Runner for GameBoy, that’s all. 
If you’ve played the mrne on the NES or 
computer than that^^at you can expect 
to get from this fytay version. Decent 
game play and arfelHide are the strong 
points in this otherwisMoring title. 

There are too many puzzlers on GameBoy. 
While it’s a nice m£*a|M0fie's mind can only 
take so much abugffefore a headache sets 
in. Honestly, this0ffl^ a bit better than 
most, although it^se»nall screens that 
are murder on yoiMWffi- As a puzzler it’s 
great, as a game it’s only average. 

This is a very good game that addresses 
nearly every aspec^H^ real sport. Game¬ 
Boy Golf features ^Rrwiazards and clubs 
you could ask for^M^nects the solid Golf 
rules into a cart t®'s^wered with a bat¬ 
tery back-up and^QpPooth scrolling, iso¬ 
lated shots of specific areas and more! 

Lode Runner was lousy as a computer 
game, lousy as ai^M|de game, lousy as 
an NES game, «^^nains lousy as a 
GameBoy game. Wlfl^cend the time mak¬ 
ing a puzzle gamft|haS absolutley no fun 
at all? LR starts oJ^prard from the begin¬ 
ning and contains nothing to motivate play. 
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Hot News for Hot Shots! 
Get the inside track on Sunsoft games in the 
FREE Sunsoft Game Time News. 

Name_Age_ 

Address_ 

City_... State_Zip_ 

Mail to: Sunsoft, P.O. Box 2390, Libertyville, IL. 60198 eg 

JJIIEJ- GET THE GAM 
INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM. 
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JUNJTOFT m LEHOLDER! 
Sunsoft' is a registered trademark of Sun Corporation of America. TM & * DC Comics Inc. 1989. Nintendo' and Nintendo 
Entertainment System* are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America. Inc. © 1989 Sun Corporation of America 

The CAPED CRUSADER is back, a 
you’ve never seen him before' 

If the stark reality and explosive action 
movie BATMAN left you screaming*, 
this is the moment you’ve been jilting 
for! It’s a trek from the street 
GOTHAM CITY,M to the djKesf depths 
of the city underworkyprought to life 
with graphic magicJ^tBATMAN 
today at your favorite dealer now. 



GameBoy - Acclaim 

Kwirk 
Type: Puzzler Release: 3/01 
Levels of Play: 99 Difficulty: Avg. 

Sort of an expanded version of Boxxle, 
with scrolling screens and multiple per¬ 
spectives, Kwirk stars a punked-out chilled 
tomato who is occassionally aided by a 
cucumber-like buddy. The goal of the 
games featured on this cart is simple: 
push the blocks and move around the 
revolving turnstiles to reach the exit that 
leads to the next screen. Some blocks can 
be pushed over walls to destroy them, and 
an arcade-style game which awards points 
for expediency spice up the package. 

Lynx-Atari 

Blue Lightning 
Type: Shooter Release: Now 
Levels of Play: 9 Difficulty: Avg. 

In this game you take command of a 
sleek jet-fighter, given new mission orders 
at the onset of each game level. Some 
levels allow the on-screen fighter to mane¬ 
uver freely while hunting down air and 
land-based targets, while others require 
precision flying through canyons. Guns 
and a limited number of missiles can be 
used against the enemy war machine, and 
codes allow you to continue at higher 
levels of play. 

Lynx-Atari 

Chip’s Challenge 
Type: Puzzler Release: Now 
Levels of Play: 150 Difficulty: Hard 

Chip’s Challenge dares you to explore 
and find your way through 150 different 
puzzles loaded with hazards, dangers, 
and rewards. Only by securing the objec¬ 
tive in each round, either retrieving target 
items and/or reaching a target location, 
will permit you to move ahead to more dif¬ 
ficult rounds. Obstacles, puzzles, and 
multiple types of surfaces all combine to 
make Chip’s Challenge a noticeable puz¬ 
zler for this new system. 

Kwirk appears as though it has taken the 
Boxxle concept OMpte further - especial¬ 
ly in the "HeadinMDu^node that awards 
points for timelir®(^fche puzzles are no 
where near asBchinging, however, 
making Kwirk a g^fc^rart for beginners in 
this genre. 

Blue Lightning is a showpiece game for this 
extraordinary systap^he smooth scroll¬ 
ing of the backgunS coupled with the 
realistic scaling o^lCiects, make this a 
visual tour-de-forfllW game play, while 
changing slightly^l^^epetitive, but this 
remains a must-have buy for Lynx owners. 

Chip’s Challenge represents the first puz¬ 
zle-type game foig|g|Mx. Chip’s doesn’t 
take the boring repe3re approach, how¬ 
ever, instead introdu^Kj all kinds of themes 
and goals with «i new level. The 
graphics and play ™both superlative, with 
a good game the end result. 

Yet another puzzle game for GameBoy. 
Even more com^te^ed than Boxxle 
though. Kwirk re4wre*>o many moves to 
be done in just the disorder. It becomes 
too difficult too cgckMnd just isn’t much 
fun to play. The^lBge puzzle player will 
become frustrated in a very short while. 

Probably the best game to show off the 
Lynx's unique af^nprful scaling abili¬ 
ties. It was surpri^^r that a hand-held 
could create an env^nment as well as this 
title. Constant coMct make this a great 
shooter with actioMhat just doesn’t stop! 
BL is the best game Atari has shown so far. 

Chip’s takes the box-type puzzle idea one 
step further by acUj^Hjpr and expanding 
the play theme mto^mlti-screens. The 
scrolling is well impjAented and adds to 
the game even mo> Conveyor belts and 
other enhancemerU as well as different 
goals, add variety and challenge to the 

A Boxxle spin-off with a few new game play 
features. Kwirk iaM|r to Boxxle in that 
you must push ®ur way through each 
screen to reach trtBB^In Kwirk, you must 
push revolving btecksfl hinges in the cor¬ 
rect pattern. Airoli^puzzle game that 
doesn’t hold your interest too long. 

WOW! Because of this game I am com¬ 
pletely impressedJM^ae graphic capabil¬ 
ities of the Lynx, the best first-per¬ 
son scrolling I’ve^B^Eice After Burner in 
the arcades. It geraJiB repetitive, but the 
graphics and 3-l^^pK more than make 
up for it. Definitely the first-buy for the Lynx. 

Chip’s Challenge is a great maze/puzzler 
for the Lynx. Alm^|^) different screens 
to scroll through a vs^fce of the most crea¬ 
tive game conc^L^R>mbine with the 
Lynx’s impressive»lo*aphics to create a 
challenging game^^j^Rlmost anyone will 
find entertaining. Very addictive. 

Kwirk tries to be much more than it really is 
and it succeeds oopiKt accounts. Some 
of the puzzles ary^^nteresting and the 
fact that many tvMfP^pieces are used to 
make up each pBleBikes the cart more 
diverse. Differei^pnons are nice, but 
don’t really affect the game much. 

This game is outstanding, with graphic real¬ 
ism that before no^j^ld only be found in 
the arcades! The first-person scoll- 
ing, combined w^B^fconstant shooting 
and deafening exKsiS all come together 
to create a cart tl^^fled with thrills and 
plenty of action! 

This is the type of game that the Lynx should 
probably have, bu^^s not exactly over¬ 
whelming. Chip'*Rwes many different 
games that all nM^^mastered to pro¬ 
gress to the higheKe^p. Chip’s is sure to 
keep you occupieaM|vme time, but most 
will probably get bored before they finish it. 
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Score Big with 
the Ultimate 
Pinball Game!! 

Hey! get with the program! In 
Super Sushi Pinball)- you either 
fish or cut bait. But be careful, 
if you try it once, you may get 
hooked. 

(Nintendo) 

Thrash, Bash, and Smash the Competition. 
Team USA is on its way in the Super Dodge Ball World Cup Championship. 
From out of nowhere, this scrappy bunch of rookies are fighting 
for a long-awaited grudge match with the undefeated, defending 
world champions, Team USSR. 

Have you slammed into Super Dodge Ball vet? 

licmei fly NiatenUo far Way Ha Me 
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Steve Harris and Martin Alessi 

One of the most successful video game 

characters ever created was Konami’s 

Simon Belmont, the star of the original 

Castlcvania as well as its sequel, Si¬ 

mon’s Quest - Castlevania 2. Great gra¬ 

phics, music and game play all helped 

make Simon an instant hero in the first 

Castlevania game, introducing new 

weapons and play mechanics that have 

subsequently been copied by all kinds 

of side-scrolling action/adventures. All 

of these elements have set a new stand¬ 

ard that similar softs must stand up to 

and surpass for greatness. 

While the second Castlevania adven¬ 

ture drew mixed reviews from players 

and press because of the changes in 

game play and structure, fans of the 

original will be happy to learn that the 

super-charged sequel returns to 

Castlevania’s roots in the third install¬ 

ment. We are treated to an all-new 

quest, with even more options available 

than before! 

Castlevania 3 (or Dracula 3 as it’s call¬ 

ed in Japan) was released in December 

and is already climbing the charts! On 

the surface, the cart appears to play al¬ 

most identically to the first Castlevania 

game, with much more of an emphasis 

made on the level of graphics quality 

and animation. Upon closer inspec¬ 

tion, however, you’re treated to a game 

that includes some adventuresome 

overtones, but relies more on a solid 

base of action within an environment of 

huge proportions! 

The most basic Castlevania sights and 

sounds remain intact. Simon controls 

almost exactly as he did in the first 

game, and he uses a whip which can be 

lengthened as well as powered-up. 

Various objects appear which can be 

destroyed to reveal hearts for special 

weapons, power-ups, and the normal 

functions found in previous Castlevan¬ 

ia adventures. 

Some of the most noticeable new fea¬ 

tures found in Castlevania 3 revolve 

around the goal of the game. This time 

out Simon must travel many different 

paths before reaching his final destina¬ 

tion and battling the ultimate evil. Oth¬ 

er mini-Bosses must be overcome and 

Simon must speak with various charac¬ 

ters before he is ready to take on the 

last Bosses and complete his mission. 

Castlevania makes this much more dif¬ 

ficult by presenting two different paths 

at each junction along the way. When¬ 

ever a level of play is completed and a 

Boss guardian defeated, a map of 

Castlcvania is displayed, marking the 

progress that has been made, and then 

two different paths are shown. De¬ 

pending on which road is taken, Simon 

will get closer to his goal and the end of 

the game! 
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SIMON BELMONT 
RETURNS TO BATTLE IN 

CASTLEVANIA 3 

Another new addition made to the 

Castlevania theme in part three intro¬ 

duces a whole new level of strategy and 

excitement into play. During the 

course of the quest, Simon must battle 

several major Bosses such as a hunch¬ 

backed Igor and the brother to Count 

Dracula, the vile Count Alucard. Oth¬ 

er allies, such as the Vampire Hunter, 

are held captive by other creatures. 

When these special Bosses are reached 

and defeated, Simon will become en¬ 

dowed with their special powers! Much 

like in the game Mega Man, you must 

know when to activate certain person¬ 

alities and weapons. 

The alter ego feature servps several 

purposes. First of all, it requires Simon 

to explore and visit all of the lands in 

Castlevania. Because later rounds re¬ 

quire the use of the many different 

characters, it quickly becomes impos¬ 

sible for Simon to continue without 

them - like being able to take advantage 

of Igor’s wall climbing powers or the 

Count’s ability to change into a bat and 

fly over dangers and extremely wide 

chasms. 

Game play incorporates both verticle 

and horizontal scrolling through ex¬ 

tremely well-drawn lands filled with 

creatures and monsters in all shapes 

and sizes! In additioin to fighting the 

evil foes that chase Simon, Castlevania 
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3 is also loaded with hazards that range 

from swinging pendalums to rotating 

gears. Conveyor belts, breaking 

stones, rotating platforms, smashing 

spikes, and falling stones are but a sam¬ 

pling of the surprises that await Simon 

in his third outing against Dracula. 

Castlevania doesn’t stop there, cither. 

Now you must not only eliminate the 

blood-sucker, but also several other 

monsters! The final conflicts takes 

place in the chambers of an enormous 

demon who attacks Simon in a manner 

almost identical to Loki from the Gene¬ 

sis game Ghouls and Ghosts. While the 

Nintendo version of this battle is no 

where near as detailed, it is just as chal¬ 

lenging! Destroy the last creation and 

Castlevania is saved! Or is it? 

CASTLEVANIA 3 
U.S. RELEASE? 

With all of its new features and superb 

graphics, Castlevania now stands out as 

one of the best games Konami has ever 

produced for the Nintendo system. It’s 

light years ahead of the other chapters 

in the Castlevania trilogy and deserves 

the full attention of American game 

players. Will we see it on these shores 

any time soon? Not likely. Konami has 

indicated that they are reviewing the 

game for possible release, but a de¬ 

cision has yet to be made. 
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New Coin-Op Super System for Home...Mega Man and Gai Den sequels...Camerica creates cheat device...Super Famicom Up- 
date...Nirrtendo Super-Charger...New Hand-Held Systems .Hot Arcade Titles... Simon Belmont’s identity revealed...and more... 

...The hot news I received just after issue 8 went to press was that SNK, one of the leaders in NES softs, would unveil a new 
hardware system based around the same processor format as the Sega Genesis! The SNK Neo Geo uses twin Z-80 and 68000 
processors, with a special graphics chip set enabling the system to produce some incredible visuals. The system will be launched 
in arcades, and consumers (at least in Japan) will then be able to buy the hardware and go to the local arcade to rent the games 
that are being played in the quarter-munching boxes! I’ve turned over additional top secret info to editor Harris for this issue’s 
Electronic Gaming Express, so get the full story there...If the Neo Geo concept works, we’ve already heard reports of several 
other major video game companies entertaining the same idea of arcade hardware game rentals...Another report has Sony 
entering the marketplace with a new machine that will play CDs as its one and only game storage medium. While this rumor 
is totally unconfirmed, Sony’s major stance in the video game market (both in the U.S. and Japan) makes this a possibility... 

...Here’s the ultimate gaming peripheral - a plug on that let’s you enter the deepest levels of a game’s programming and change 
the code to start at different levels and with extra men! It’s a reality that one of the leading NES peripheral suppliers, Camerica, 
will be bringing to the market in 1990. Who needs secret codes when you have something like this?...While we’re on the sub¬ 
ject of Camerica, yours truly has heard several rumors concerning a package of over 20 titles that Camerica is planning to 
release for the Nintendo without the big N’s approval. Why become a licensee in the first place?... 

...New dates for the Super Famicom’s release in Japan. D-Day for the 16-Bit Nintendo Super System has been pushed back 
to March of 1991! Nintendo is rumored to be stalling in an effort to phase out their 8-Bit machine gradually and avoid run¬ 
ning two production lines at the same time. Currently a dozen-plus companies have signed on and are currently into develop¬ 
ment of softs, including Konami with a 16-Bit Super Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles...In a related rumor, several American 
companies have been approached with some documentation and video of exactly what kind of power the Super Famicom can 
muster. Does this mean Nintendo will reverse their partyline and issue a target date for stateside release? A high level un¬ 
confirmed rumor speculates on an August, 1991 release for Nintendo’s 16-Bit, so don’t hold your breath...In Japan, Konami’s 

Castlevania hero is named Ralph Belmond - sounds like a silent film star... 

Several sequels are now underway despite the lack of a formal announcement from the companies involved. Most exciting of 
all is the confirmation from Quartermann that Mega Man 3 is now in development. You can bet that our intrepid hero’s third 
adventure will be his best yet, although Dr. Wily’s participation in the project can’t be confirmed at this time...Another hot se¬ 
quel, that may be programmed for the 16-Bit Nintendo, is Ninja GaiDen 3. Although the second installment of the GaiDen 
triology won’t appear until summer, Tecmo is already hard at work at the closing chapter of the master Ninja’s thrilling ad¬ 
ventures. After the third game, Ryu will be retired in favor of a new character that is now being created by the wizareds at 

Tecmo... 

...Keep it under your hats, but Quartermann has learned that a California company has developed a special device that will 
upgrade your existing NES into a full-fledged 32-Bit powerhouse! The adapter utilizes the NES for only minor functions and 
employs a specially designed chip to generate the extremely detailed graphics and sounds. More on this one in the future...Out 
of all the new movie promos I’ve seen, Dick Tracy looks like it holds the most potential, both as a movie and as a game - espe¬ 
cially since Sega just acquired the rights for their Genesis system...And what was 34 year-old Mr. Tetris s favorite game at the 
recent CES in Las Vegas? The world-famous designer of the hit computer, consumer, coin-op game Tetris was rumored to 
have been overheard singing the praises of Aracdia’s new strategy/board game Spot, based on the animated dots that come 

to life and pop off the side of 7-Up cans in the product’s television commercials... 

...The new hand-helds are looking hot! Now that I’ve held the NEC portable I can honestly say that it is impressive, with a 
crystal clear screen that is rumored to have been developed with Epson, the computer giant...The best new arcade game I ve 
seen lately is Aliens - based on the movie and filled with lots of firepower, exploding chests, and slimey monsters...Check it 

out...Also look out for Fire Shark, the sequel to Sky Shark, Vapor Trail from Data 
East, and Final Fight from Capcom (rumored to be going to Genesis)...’Till next time... 
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We have cteriiallv dedicated 
• | p 

ourselves to making everyones .dream: 

CULTURE BRAIN WORLD 
When you hold a game cartridge 

from Culture Brain, you'll find 

V it is like a little magic box that 

I moves vou with the excitement % 

■c Mifc mask? & 

to make your dreams come 

true. This Is the invitation to 

the four latest dream worlds. 

The first world is the Magic 

of Scheherazade.1'’A masterpiece 

of action adventure based on 

the Arabian fantasy story 

which has been passed down 

rs™.\ 
from generation 

Ci K to £cnerati°n. 
V The second world 

>s Flying Dragon. 

[ the ultimate rea- 

I wM listic martial art 

game with support of Artificial Intelligence. The third world is Kung-Fu 

Heroes,™ a masterpiece of comical m m 

action game featuring two players. . A 

This game will amuse the II Cr JA 

entire family. 
The last one 
Baseball ^ S 

nee. i ne iniro world is ivung-ru 

Simulator l.OOOi 'A certain publisher 

highly rated this game its the best among 

NFS sports games. 



2 PLAYERS COMICAL KUNG-FU 
ACTION GAME 

32 stages packed with action 

and loaded with excitement! 
The king of comical fighting 

Jacky and Lee, it’s up to you to break 
through the Demon’s Castle and rescue Princess Min- 

The exciting ARCADE HIT 
"Chinese Hero” is back, powered up for the NE: 

Min 

With family 
or friends, 

it’s dual-play 
i fun! m 

They say that a hero of 
an ancient legend once 
held this treasure. 
There's only one in this 
world. 

Sake(wine) 
Sorry, guys, it's not for 
kids. But give it to the 
Dragon, and he'll be 

reeling! 

Aim at the enemies and 
fire away! Once you’ve 
tried this weapon, you'll 
be hooked. 

Gun Ball 

Shorin Temple MarkB 
If the Cat Mage hits you 
with her beam, you'll turn 
to stone. But this trea¬ 
sure will protect you from 

it 

Shorin Temple Mark A 
Watch out for Mr. Coffin, 
he’ll grab on to you. But 
with this treasure, you’ll 
be able to fight back. 

Mirror 
A mysterious relic of ancient 
magic, it reflects the enemi¬ 
es' beams. The fighting is a 
lot easier if you've got the 

mirror. 

GRAB THE TREASURES! 



Hmmm, let's see. 
Now where does this 
warp hole lead to? 

There’s Bonus Stages, hidden 

treasures, Warp Zones, and 

plenty of other exciting secrets 

to discover! 

Look for the legendary treasures that’ll help you defeat the 

Demon’s Army! The Dragon's scales are hard as steel, so 

you’ll need the Legendary Sword! Watch out for the Medusa 

Beams! Better have the mirror —-- 

handy! Gather all the treasures, \ f° thif “the 

and you II be an awesome ^- 

Kung-Fu Hero! 

The wicked Demon’s Army is out to get you! The evil Kung- 

Fu Commandos, the Gunmen with their gigantic bazookas, 

the magical Medusa Cats, and lots of .other enemies inhabit 

the eight Demon’s Castles. Punch and kick your way to the 

ultimate in two-player excitement! M 

( Who knows what N 
wonders and enemies 

J await you? 

(5) \eow\ Its the huge and horrible Unl-Gonl 
\t vou're not. an expert vet, 

vour best bet \s to Just 
run awav. Use the warp 

tunnel to escape. 

d) Hera \t is, the warp hotel 
\t’\\ send vou through another dimension 

to the next castle.'What strange 
wonders are waiting on 

the other side? 

<S) (k mWtton point bonus'. 
There’s plentv ot hidden tricks, too. 

And here’s one ot theml In one ot the 
stages. lt vou Jump on to a susplclous- 

looVdng place. vou’U get a million-point 
bonusl Can vou discover this secret? 

It’s the DRAGON! Now’s the time to d) 
use the sword. 
His scales are as hard as steel. There's 

only one thing that'll cut 

through them-the 

legendary sword I 

AM right! It’s the Bonus Stage! (§) 
Go In to the underground room and rack 

up pointsI Grab as many bonuses 

as you can. before 

time runs out 



(Nintendo) 

You’ll face the toughest challengers from six ■ 
different styles of fighting, at the World Tournament 

of Contact Sports. 
The gong has sounded. Now it’s up to you to 

become the World Champion. 

The refined game play and 
sophisticated action will leave you breathless with excitement. When it comes to 

realistic kung-fu games, there's only one champion- 
FLYING DRAGON. 

REALISTIC KUNG-FU ACTION RETURNS! 

ER A PROLONGED SILENCE, 
THE LEGEND RETURNS! 

SUPER REAL KUNG-FU GAME. 



You are Ryuhi, a dedicated student of the ancient art of Kurig-Fu. But your wise 
master has been kidnapped, and with him, the Secret Scrolls, which hold the key to 
awesome fighting skills. Now, set out to defeat the evil Tusk Soldiers and regain the scrolls. 
Your goal: The World Tournament of Contact Sports, where you will seek out the evil 

warriors of darkness. 

j— 

FLYING DRAGON™ 
The classic hand-to-hand combat game and 
arcade hit(Shang-Hai Kid ) is back, especially enhanced for the 
NES! 

KUNG-FU SO REAL, YOU’LL BE OUT OF BREATH! 
It’s the first game to include realistic defensive 

techniques, letting you thrill to the most authentic 
- kung-fu fighting ever created in a videogame. 

With an incredible assortment of 
moves at your command, 

you’ll feel like an expert fighter, thanks to the support of 
Artificial Intelligence programming. Here are just some of 

the fantastic moves you’ll master. 

, a* * ® 
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Set forth on a journey to regain the 
Secret Scrolls and the hidden techniques 
they hold. 

Only by completing the mandara seal 
can you gain its mystical powers and 
defeat Dargon, the lord of the Tusk 
Soldiers. 

It’s Dargon, and he's transformed into a 
deadly opponent! You’ll need the ulti - 
mate move, the Hiryu-no-Ken kick, to 
knock him down! 

Start your training at Shorinji, 
legendary birthplace of Kung-Fu. 

Fight your way through the World 
Tournament of Contact Sports. 
Victory will be in your hands. 
A*|- t . A jCEnsed by N«NTENDO* fop Play on the 
iremienaoj EnTERTninmEnT SvsTEm 

the NINTENDO"ANONintendo ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM' 
ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 

CULTURE BRAINTM and FLYING DRAGONTM are trademarks 
of CULTURE BRAIN U.S.A.. INC. TM and C 1988 CULTURE 
BRAIN U.S.A.. INC. All rights reserved. 
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Why is it said M M MM M 
that this is the M M M JmHF m 
top baseball game? 

As you may have learned through the articles in 
magazines and other media, Baseball Simulator 
1.000 has been rated as the top baseball game 
among professional game evaluators. It’s because 
this game cartridge with 2 mega and a backup 
battery is packed with a great number of ideas 
that fulfill your needs. 

Play the game your way: 
For instance, up to 6 players can compete, in 
addition to that, you can select from 5 games 
to a full-scale 165 game pennant race. Full-auto 
pennant simulator feature will progress a pennant 
race automatically as long as a power supply 
lasts. Edit function lets you enter any information 
you want to change any existing team, or you can 
create six original teams and save them all. This 
video game is the only place that allows those 
hilarious and eccentric Ultra-plays. These are 
just a few examples. Baseball Simulator 1.000 
is fully loaded with all the desirable features you 
can think of. For that reason it’s possible for you 
to play it your own way. 

Complete Editing 
Start with a full team of 12 batters and six 
pitchers. Then, you decide what kind of 
team to make. Enter the exact stats you 
want for a winning team. Use the latest 
major league stats, make an all-star team, 
even enter yourself as the star. With six 
programmable teams, you’ll have a whole 
league of your own! 

Intense and Realistic Action 
Make a team of quick runners for a fastpaced 
game. Create players with awesome power 
for an all-out Home Run Derby. Or give your 
team the hottest hurlers for an intense 
pitching game. No matter what kind of 
game you want to play, it's all possible. 

Televised Season Simulation 

With the Full-Auto Season, you can play 
out a continuous season and watch your 
team from game to game. Even individual 
players can be tracked with full stats and 
top-10 rankings. Go for the triple crown! 



Culture Brain™ and Baseball Simulator 1.000™ 
are trademarks of Culture Brain U S A. Inc 

TM and C 1989 Culture Brain U.S.A. Inc. 

All rights reserved. 

The following is the comparative table shows the contrast among baseball 

games regarded as the top hit. We believe that you can see how 

exceptional Baseball Simulator 1,000 is. 

The newest Baseball games, a comparative table 

©FULL EDITING FOR UP TO SIX TEAMS. 
Play bal with your favorite major league stars, heroes 
from the past, fantasy leagues-even enter yourself 
as the star! Enter team and player names, and aB the 
important stats for your very own team. 

®A COMPLETE, SIX-TEAM, 163-GAME 
PENNANT RACE. 
Play a fui length season with six teams, for 5, 30, 60, 
or even 165 games. FoBow the teams and players 
through the season-monitor their stats, even get 
top-IO rankings in batting and pitching. 

©FULLY AUTOMATIC SIMULATION. 
Simulate a ful season based on statistics. The season 
can be played automaticaBy, while you can enjoy 
foflowing a team through its games. And by editing 
team and player abilities, it’s a fuB-auto simulation 
game. 

©THE HILARIOUS FEATURES OF ULTRA PLAY. 
Add a whole new dimension of fun to basebaB with the wacky Ultra Plays. 
Throw pitches that disappear or speed up in mid-air. Fight back with 
hits that explode or knock out the fielders. And catch them by leaping 
hundreds of feet in the air. With the six teams of the Ultra League, you? 
play basebaB Bke it’s never been played before! 

LICENSED BY NINTENDO* FOR PLAY ON THE 
EnTERToinmEnT svsteitv 

NINTENDO'AND Nintendo ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM* 
ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 

Baseball Simulator 1.000 A company’s baseball game 

SEASON PLAY 
5- game season, 30, 
60, to full-length 
165- game season 

From 2 to 125 
game season 

STADIUM 
SELECTION six different stadiums one stadium 

TEAM’S STATS 
SAVE & DISPLAY 

FEATURES 
Yes Yes 

PLAYER’S STATS 
SAVE &. DISPLAY 

Top-IO lists are created 
for six different categories. 
Also keeps full stats of 
all 108 players. 

Top-IO lists are 
created for six 
different categories. 

TEAMS From 18 to 24 From 8 to 14 

TWO PLAYER 
MODE 

7- game series. 
Series stats are 
created. 

Single game only 

FULL AUTOMATIC 
SEASON SIMULATION Yes none 

ULTRA PLAY 25 kinds of Ultra play none 



(Nintendo) 

hi; was even throw n into a dir er 

ENT TIME PERIOD. 

DO YOU REMEMBER THIS.’ THE YPUNC 

MAGICIAN IS YOU. 

ONLY YOU CAN SAVE ARABIA. PLEASE 

FIGHT SABARON AGAIN! 

ONE DAY PEACEFUL ARABIA WAS AT- 

TACKED BY THE DEMONS.THE EVIL MAGI¬ 

CIAN SABARON SUMMONED THEM FROM 

THE DARK WORLD FOR HIS EVIL DESIRE. 

DM. BRAVE MAGICIAN A I I EMPTED I O 

FIGHT HIM. 

BUT HE FAILED. AND HIS SWEETHEART 

WAS TAKEN AND ALL HIS MEMORIES 

ERASED. 



An action adventure from 
the Arabian Nights 

up to these evil spirits. 

But don’t be pessimistic about it. 

You can get all the help you need 

from eleven allies who have vari¬ 

ous strengths to bring on more 
powerful magics. W ith them you 

can call a flash of lightening, 

you can give rise to a burst of 

flames to burn your enemies, and Bmore... 

Moreover, 

when the A- 

lalart solar 

eclipse bloc 

Itaisi* vnur slrrmrth with :>n assurt- kS <>Ut tile 

time for you to bring the Great 

Magic into play. You can fill up 

your energy as well as your items, 

or cover a sunbaked desert with 

rain. Your mission is to travel 

through the magical world of 

Arabia and time to defeat the 

great and evil 

fifiillM- Sabaron and 
; ;r bring peace 

U, f back to the 
Arabian 

in encounter with the enemy! Create nations, 
battle formation with your allies. 

The five na- J 

tions in Ara- * * $ ^ 

bia have been fcU^ic J-— I dominated by ri"wotl ^ p 

summoned ., 
Magical spells come to life on the 

giant demons. *<riyn in *ind* «,r riro and storms 
” of electririly. 

j The devil of the water, Gilga, is 

/ lurking on the bottom of the 

I moving lake to sumerge the world. 

The demon of winter, Troll, 

snows on the forest and freezes 

everything. 

You are the direct descendant of 

the legendary magician Isfa. 

You must use your magic to face 

FIVE CHAPTERS OF MAGIC AND MYSTERY, 
OVER 750 DAZZLING SCREENS. 
Unprecedented scale, challenging puzzles, and intense 
combat, unlike anything else. And a finale full of awe and 
wonder. The world of Scheherazade is an adventure full of 

glory. 

MAGICAL BATTLES WITH ELEVEN ALLIES! 
Seek out your trusty companions and invoke an astonish¬ 
ing variety of magical spells. Through the past and the 
future, you are the hero, battling the sinister forces of evil. 

- - Alf.. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ENHANCES THE 
GAME EVEN MORE! 
With the support of the Artificial Intelligence programming, 
even beginning players can enter the magical world of 
Scheherazade and behold its wonders. 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND FROM A WORLD OF 
FANTASY! 
With stunningly beautiful visuals and a musical sound¬ 
track that will captivate your imagination, the Magic of 
Scheherazade is a gaming experience that’ll leave you 
spellbound! 

.Nintendo. enTERTRinmenT svsteitv 
- -.lendo ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM' 

ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 

15315 N. E. 90th Redmond Washington 98052 CULTURE 

BRAIN ™ and SCHEHERAZADE ™ are trademarks of 

CULTURE BRAIN U. S. A. Inc. TM and C 1989 /I 
CULTURE BRAIN U. S. A. Inc. 

|AII rights reserved. 
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ELECTRONIC GAMING EXPRESS 

FIRST LOOKS AT NEW HAND-HELD AND PORTABLE 
MACHINES FOR NINTENDO, SEGA, AND NEC SYSTEMS 

"The only constant is change." 

This adage holds particularly true for 

the videogame market, where technolog¬ 

ical strides in hardware and game de¬ 

signs are necessary elements in the evolu¬ 

tion of the marketplace. 

While the most recent high-tech bat¬ 

tleground proved to be the 16-Bit con¬ 

soles, with NEC’s TurboGrafx-16 and 

Sega’s Genesis machines the principle 

contenders, the next war fought between 

the gaming goliaths may not be in your 

living room. Fueled by reports in the last 

issue of Electronic Gaming Monthly, 

we’ve set out to bring you the complete 

story on the next-generation of hand¬ 

held game machines that are soon to ap¬ 

pear on these shores. 

Led by the current leaders in the port¬ 

able gaming field, Nintendo (with 

GameBoy) and Atari (with their more 

powerful Lynx), the hand-held party will 

soon be crashed by even more advanced 

units from NEC and Sega that will not 

only bring complete mobility to game 

play, but also allow you to use vast librar¬ 

ies of existing games. Even more ad¬ 

vanced features may be available on 

these newer systems. 

The staff of EGM has traveled the 

world, contacting the designers of these 

machines, to create the following article. 

While more details are sure to follow in 

the months to come, we’ve compiled the 

latest facts and figures on the primary 

weapons set to battle in the war of the 

hand-helds, as well as new info on the 

GameBoy and Lynx. 

BDL’s 
Nintendo Express 

With talk and rumors of all kinds of 

color hand-held and portable systems 

coming from all the major guns, many 

insiders have been waiting for Ninten¬ 

do to make a similar announcement 

with a new ColorBoy or GameBoy 2 

color machine. For the time being, 

however, Nintendo has officially stated 

that they have no plans to release such 

a device. 

But wait! It appears that a portable 

Nintendo game system will appear this 

year! BDL, a new high-tech company 

with an extremely bright future, has se¬ 

cretly engineered the new system and 

will now produce the machine themsel¬ 

ves with Nintendo’s seal of approval. 

Without a doubt the most exciting of all 

the new portables, the BDL unit not 

not only utilize a special color screen, 

but will also play all current NES cart¬ 

ridges! 

Called the Nintendo Express, BDL’s 

new wonder-system uses a specially 

constructed 4 inch color CRT with a 

unique back-lit system that produces 

vivid picture quality. Carts snap into 

the back of the unit and provide all of 

the enjoyment of standard NES games 

on the go! 

Through special designing by high- 

tech wizard Paul Biederman, BDL eli¬ 

minated unnecessary circuitry and 

scaled the system down onto a board 

that measures only three inches by five 

inches. The end result is a NES with a 

handle and built-in screen that’s light¬ 

weight and completely portable. 

FOB A COMPLETE CATALOG 
SENO YOUR NAME ADDRESS. AND MACHINE TYPE 

PLUS SI FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING TO BOX 901G • LANCASTER. TEXAS 75146* (214) 227- 

ACCESSORIES 

HANDHELDS 
unminm iNtauvhwN- 
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The Nintendo Express increases the 

features of the normal NES as well, the 

system comes with a special stereo sim¬ 

ulator built-in and accessible through 

standard headphones which plug into 

the unit. The Express sends parallel 

sound info into a special stereo chip, 

much the same way other controllers 

like the Hudson Sansui SSS do. The ef¬ 

fect this has on game play is quite im¬ 

pressive. 

Since the Nintendo Express is still in 

an early prototype form, several ques¬ 

tions remain in regards to play¬ 

er/machine interface. BDL was uncer¬ 

tain as to whether or not a cross-pad 

configuration would be built into the 

surface of Express, or if normal joystick 

ports would be used to allow players to 

use their favorite controllers. 

With such a large screen (bigger than 

any other competing portable), you 

may be asking yourself how long the 

batteries last. Suprisingly, the Ninten¬ 

do Express is said to outlast even the 

black and white Nintendo GameBoy, 

with an average battery life that reaches 

between 40 and 60 hours! This incred¬ 

ible feat is done by using a special 

AC/DC transformer arrangement. It 

must be noted, however, that this could 

not be confirmed. The Nintendo Ex¬ 

press will also come with an AC adapt¬ 

er and car cigerette lighter interface for 

extra power when it’s needed. 

The Nintendo Express is now being 

finished up for final tooling and pro¬ 

duction. Since the system will take ad¬ 

vantage of a special procedure that em¬ 

beds the circuitry into the plastic cas¬ 

ing, BDL is attempting to get the size 

down even more before release. 

Will a portable Nintendo excite play¬ 

ers? Most likely, considering the fact 

that over 20 million standard NES 

machines are now in service. While the 

Express won’t offer anything new in 

terms of game play, doesn’t it sound ex¬ 

citing to be able to play Ninja GaiDen 

wherever and whenever you want to? 

As you know, a system is only as good 

as the games it plays - and the Ninten¬ 

do Express will play a lot. 

NEC’s 
Portable TurboGrafx-16 

Displayed for the first time behind 

closed doors during the recent CES ex¬ 

hibition in Las Vegas, this powerful 

portable is shaping up to be a potential 

contender in the hand-held sweep- 

stakes. This advanced system boasts 

full compatibility with all existing Tur- 

boGrafx-16 games for on-the-go play of 

all your favorite Turbo titles. 

The hand-held Turbo, developed by 

Hudson in Japan under the project 

name 774, will allow players to enjoy 

the advanced graphics and sounds of 

the TurboGrafx games on a small 

screen that can go just about anywhere! 

The jet black prototype incorporates 

a sleek design that is roughly eight in¬ 

ches by four inches in size. Near the 

center of the unit is a 2.6 inch color dis¬ 

play with phenomenol 400 x 270 resolu¬ 

tion (better than the Lynx or Genesis). 

This display produces game pictures 

with extraordinary clarity that suffer 

from little to no after-image blurring. 

In the lower-half of the hand-held, a 

standard flat pod occupies the left-side 

of the unit, with buttons arranged in a 

pattern that is similar to the Nintendo 

GameBoy in layout. Two extra turbo 

switches, for rapid-fire action, also 

grace the surface of the system. 

Many of the more specific details, 

such as name and price, remain un¬ 

answered since the system is still at the 

pre-production stage and only three 

prototypes exist. 

While the name still remains a mystery 

even to NEC, we’ve heard several 

prices from knowledgeable sources 

that range from $150 (admittedly low 

by the developer’s standards) to over 

$300! The most respected figures place 

it somewhere between the $200 and 

$250 mark, but it must be noted once 

again that the project is still far enough 

away from production to make such 

price quotes questionable. 

A special attachment is already under 

developpment for the Turbo hand¬ 

held, although it is rumored to not be 

quite finished yet. A special tuner, ena¬ 

bling the machine to double as a port¬ 

able television capable of grabbing 

your favorite TV shows from the air¬ 

waves, will attach to the side of the 

machin and allow you to select differ¬ 

ent stations. It is unclear as to whether 

or not this tuner will be packed with the 

basic package, although representa¬ 

tives of NEC indicated that such a tun¬ 

er would represent only a marginal in¬ 

crease in price. As a separately sold 

peripheral, however, the cost would 

likely be much greater. Regardless of 

the cost, the fact that it can double as a 

portable system only increases the sys¬ 

tem’s appeal, but likely its price as well. 

The first prototypes apparently are 

compatible with the Japanese PC En¬ 

gine versions of the games, but only 

minor modifications are required to 

make the system interchangeable with 

the American Turbo. 

Will original titles be developed for 

the NEC hand-held? Probably, since a 

special Air Hockey game was shown 

with the prototype at the CES. This 

Pong-type game takes advantage of a 

special video-link adapter that will let 

up to eight people (same as the Atari 

Lynx) play simultaneously. With such 

capabilities, softs that capatalize on the 

feature are likely around the corner. 

Game machine, television, 8-player 

combo play and more make the NEC a 

state-of-the-art machine. But can it at¬ 

tract attention? It has a very good 

chance, but the price and availability of 

games are the real key to its success. 
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Sega’sMaster System 
Portable 

Although we have reported on the ex- 

istance of a Sega portable system for 

several months now, it appears that the 

hand-held is compatible with the com¬ 

pany’s 8-Bit Master System, not the 16- 

Bit Genesis as previously stated. While 

this could conceiveably mean a larger 

selection of compatible titles, it also 

means that Sega portable gamers will 

have to remain content with the older 

library of less sophisticated games, not 

the graphically superior Genesis carts. 

Some of the most interesting rumors 

we’ve heard concerning the Sega port¬ 

able are in reference to the games it can 

play. A source close to the project in¬ 

dicated that the unit will be able to 

play only Master System card games 

(like other hand-helds). If this is true, 

it would drastically limit the number of 

games that can be immediately played 

on the self-contained system. Possible 

remedies to this problem include a 

cartridge adapter that allows the unit to 

accept existing Master System carts, or 

a new series of Master System software 

that is released onto card format only. 

An early prototype of the system, 

called the Micro-Drive in Japan, is 

shaped like a large Genesis controller, 

with pad and speaker located to the left 

of a small color screen, and all the but¬ 

tons on the right. Contrast, brightness, 

and volume dials are directly next to an 

ear phone jack on the bottom of the 

machine, while a possible TV tuner and 

antenna may attach to the top. 

The Sega portable system may not be 

called the Micro Drive in the U.S., but 

the machine is supposed to make ap¬ 

pearances on store shelves in the third 

and fourth quarter of this year. As it 

stands, Sega is poised to beat NEC into 

the market with a hand-held that plays 

console games, but the unit is definite¬ 

ly not going to enjoy the same type of 

attraction that a 16-Bit go-anywhere 

system would have generated. In fact, 

it seems doubtful that much interest 

could be created when the current 

word-association that most players 

now have with Sega is Genesis. 

Receive Top Dollars 

WE WE WE WE WE WE y WE WE 
PAY SELL PAY SELL PAY SELL PAY SELL 

TITLE OF GAME YOU USED TITLE Of GAME YOU USED TITLE OF GAME YOU USED TITLE OF GAME YOU USED 
10 Yard Fight no $19 Duck Hunt $10 $29 Magmax $14 $27 Spelunker $12 $24 
1942 10 19 Elev. Action 14 28 Maj Ig Baseball 10 23 Spy Hunter 10 19 
1943 12 23 Empire City Marbel Madness 16 27 Spy vs Spy 13 24 
Adv. Bayou Billy 15 27 Excitebike 10 19 Mappy Land 15 25 Sqoon 15 29 
Adventure Island 15 27 Faxanadu 18 32 Mario Bros. 15 32 Star Force 10 19 
Adv. of lolo 14 27 Fester Quest 15 29 Marvels Xmen 20 35 Star Force II 20 32 
Adv. Tom Sawyer 16 32 Fighting Golf IT 15 28 Mega Mon 20 39 Star Soldier 15 28 
Aigina Proph. IB 27 Fist/North Star 18 38 Mega Man II 22 33 S tor Voyager 10 19 
Air Fortress 20 35 Flying Dragon 1 20 39 Metal Gear 10 19 Stinger 10 19 
Airwolf 16 27 Freedom Force 10 24 Metroid 20 34 Street Cop 18 36 
Alpha Mission 10 19 Friday the 13th 12 24 Mickey Mouse 12 23 Strider 18 36 
Amogon 16 28 Golaga 12 24 Mjfity Bmb Jack 10 19 Super Dodge Ball 18 36 
Anticipation 12 25 Gauntlet 10 24 Millipede 12 23 Superman 18 34 
Arkanoid 35 60 Ghost & Goblins 10 19 Milons Sec Cash 15 2B Super Mario 1 10 19 
Athena 10 19 Ghost Busters 14 19 Mission XX 16 28 Super Mario II 20 34 
Bock to Future 16 32 Godzilla 19 38 Muscle 10 19 Super Pitfall 20 38 
Bad Dudes 20 39 Golf 10 19 Mystery Quest 16 28 Super Sprint 18 36 
Bod Str Brawl 20 39 Golf Pebble Bch 12 21 Natl Football Ig 18 28 Super Star Force 16 27 
Balloon Flight 12 19 Golgo 13 12 19 Nightmare Elm St 21 32 Super Xevious 16 27 
Baseball 10 19 Goonies II 12 29 Ninja Goiden 20 32 Taboo 6th Sense 16 27 
8aseball Stars 16 32 Gotcha 10 19 Ninja Kid 10 19 Tag Team Wrestl 11 21 
Baseslooded 14 25 Grodius 10 19 Ninjo Toro 16 27 Tecmo Baseball 16 28 
Battlefield Nop 20 37 Grand Prix 16 27 Nobun. Anfcition 20 38 Tecmo Bowl 18 34 
Bonic Commando 14 2S Guardian Legend 14 29 Operation Wolf 14 27 10 19 
Black Tiger 22 39 Guerilla War 16 29 Othello 10 19 Terminator 18 34 
Blades of Steel 14 24 Gum Shoe 12 21 Pocmon 10 19 Terra Cresta 18 32 
Blaster Master 15 24 G unsmoke 12 19 Paper Boy 16 27 Tetris 20 39 
Bomber M 
Break thru 
Bubble Bobble 
Bugs Bunny 
Bump and Jump 
Burger Time 
Colif. Gomes 
Carocresta 
Casino Kid 
Castlequest 
Costlevania 
Castlevanio II 
Chester Field 
Chubby Cherub 
City Connection 
Clu Clu land 
Cobra Command 
Cobra Triangle 

Contra 
Cycle Shooting 
Dr. Jekyll/Hyde 
Deadly Towers 
Defender II 
Desert Command 
Defender/Crown 
Dino Riki 
Donkey Kong 
Donkey Kong Jr. 
Drky Kg Jr Math 
Donkey Kong 3 
Donkey Kg Clas. 
Double Dragon 
Double Dribble 
Dragon Ninja 
Dragon Power 
Dragon Warrior 
Dc Chaos 

Gyruss 
Heavy Barrel 
Hector Vector 
Hogons Alley 
Hollywood Spgs. 
Hoops 
Hydlide 
Ice Climber 
Ice Hockey 
Ikori Warriors 
Ikori Warriors II 
Indiana Jones 
Iran Tank 

John E. Qtrbock 14 
Jordan vs. Bird 16 
Joust 10 
Karate Chomp 10 
Karate Kid 10 
Kamov 14 
Kid Icarus 20 
KidKool 18 
Kid Niki IS 
King Knight 16 
Kung Fu 10 
Kung Fu II 20 
Kung Fu Heroes 14 
legacy/Wizord 14 
legend of Kage 10 
Legendary Wings 10 
life Force 10 
Lode Runner 12 
lunar Pool 14 
Moch Rider 10 
Magic Shohrazod 18 

Pinball*"* 
Platoon 
Popeye 
Predator 
Price is Right 
Pro-Am Rocing 
Pro Wrestling 
Punch Out 
Q-Bert 
Racket Attock 
Rod Racer 
Raid Bungl. Bay 

RBI Baseball 
Renegade 
Ring King 
Rood Runner 
RoboCop 
Robo Warriors 
Roger Rabbit 
Rollerboll 
Rush 'N Attock 
Rygar 
Secret Castle 
Section Z 
Seicross 
Sesame Str 123 
Sesame Str ABC 
Side Pocket 
Skate Or Die 
Sky Kid 
Sky Shark 
Slalom 

Solomons Key 
Speed Rumblers 

Thunderblade 

Tiger Heli 
Titan Worrior 
TMNT 
Top Gun 
Touchdown 

Town & Country 
Track & Field 
Track & Field II 
Trojan 
Ultimo 
Urban Champion 
US Golf 
Vegas Dream 

Winter Games 
Wizads/Womors 
World Games 
World Runner 
Wrecking Crew 
Wnestlemanio 

Zelda 
Zelda II 
Zeto Gundam 
Zombie Master 

(Due to a 3 month lead time to place this ad, our sell or buy prices may be different) 

NO MEMBERSHIP 
REQUIRED 

CALL TODAY OR WRITE TO: (612) 541-9021 

FUNCO, INC. 
"The Fun Company" 
3233 Gettysburg Court 
New Hope, MN 55427 

EdW 

QUICK DELIVERY 

To Purchase: Send check or money order to FUNCO, INC., 
3233 Gettysburg Court, New Hope. MN 55427. Add $3.50 Ship¬ 
ping plus 50* per game. Add $1.00 per title if ordering by credit 

cartl | All games come with a 90 day warranty ) 

To Sell Us Games: Call us first for current prices. All accepted 
games are paid within 48 hours of receipt of games. Prices based 
on game, instructional manual, and original box. Subtract $1.00 
for missing manuals. Call for prices if missing original box. 

We Reserve The Right To Reluse Any Purchase Ot Sale_ 
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NEW SNK 16-BIT GAME SYSTEM BRINGS REAL 
ARCADE GAMES HOME IN JAPAN! 

Did you think that the NEC Turbo- 

Grafx-16 and Sega Genesis were the 

best a video game system can be? How 

about the NEC Super Grafx or as-yet- 

to-be-released Nintendo Super Fami- 

com? Well, all of the mega-machines 

now have new competition from one of 

the leading producers of coin-operated 

arcade games and Nintendo carts! 

SNK Corporation of Japan recently 

unveiled a revolutionary new idea in 

video game system technology that lit¬ 

erally brings the power of the arcades 

home. Through the use of their new 

Neo-Geo console, players will be able 

to rent the same softs they play in ar¬ 

cades for a fraction of the cost! Game 

centers will be able to rent the same tit¬ 

les that are used in SNK’s Multi-Video 

System video game jukebox (which 

holds up to six games in one cabinet) 

for play at home! 

The power behind the Neo-Geo is a 

twin Z-80 and 6800016-Bit CPU (iden¬ 

tical to the Genesis) with a combined 

total of 66K screen Ram. The Neo-Geo 

surpasses the Genesis, as well as all 

other game systems, in the number of 

available colors (65,536 - twice the 

number of Nintendo’s 16-Bit Super 

Famicom) with a whopping 4,096 dis¬ 

played at any one time! Furthermore, 

the Neo-Geo can accommodate 380 

sprites on-screen simultaneously, five 

times greater than either the Genesis or 

TurboGrafx! 

And what about the Neo-Geo games? 

The first selection of six titles touches 

on common themes that include a 

shooter called ’Nam 1975 (similar in 

appearance and execution to Cabal), a 

16-Bit version of SNK’s Baseball Stars, 

another super-charged sports game 

called Top Players’ Golf, an ad¬ 

venture with fantastic graphics entitled 

Magician Lord, a 3-D grand prix racer, 

and a graphic/text adventure. Most of 

these games use an incredible amount 

of memory (between 40 and 62 meg), 

putting them out of the range of most 

people’s pocketbooks. But with the ex¬ 

citing arcade-rental arrangement, you 

simply borrow the softs that make the 

system run! 

While SNK is attempting to solicit 

support for the Neo-Geo from other 

game companies, it appears that they 

will be supplying most of the titles. 

Will the Neo-Geo come to America? 

Yes and no. Rumors surrounding the 

release of the Neo-Geo/Multi-Video 

System into U.S. arcades are already 

appearing in coin-op trade publica¬ 

tions. With SNK’s strong ties to Nin¬ 

tendo, however, it’s unlikely that the 

home console emerges soon. Look for 

more info on this exciting new concept 

in home video games in the new issue 

of Electronic Gaming Express! 

This advanced arcade-quality joystick 

comes with the new SNK Neo-Geo! 

NEO 
GEO 

GAMES! 

’Nam - 1975 is a shooter 

that with a Cabal viewpoint. 

Baseball Stars is SNK’s 16- Top Players ’ Golf is one of Magician Lord is a great ac- 

Bit version of baseball! the best we’ve ever seen! tion)adventure entry! 
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(Nintendo) 

DO NOT ATTEMPT YOUR MISSION UNTIL THE 
CHOPPERS ARE OVERHEAD, SNIPERS ARE IN 
POSITION, AND YOUR HOMEWORK'S DONE. 
Not doing your homework could be a mistake. 

Every move you make could jeopardize your 
fellow rescuers, and those held captive. 

RESCUE: Tlw Embassy Mission. The 
action comes fast and furious. Itchy- 
fingered enemy gunmen. A perilous rappel 
down the sheer face of the Embassy. If you 
survive that, don't get cocky. You've still got to out- 
maneuver and out-think your opponents inside and 
mastermind the escape. 

There are IS levels of difficulty, from "Training/ 
Mission" to wickedly-fast "Jupiter Mission" Thrifts im 
delivered in bold strokes, with super high quality 
graphics and animation. 

With RESCUE: The Embassy Mission, brainpower 
is as important as firepower. / 

KEMCCUSEIKA j.A 

Exclusively distributed by SEIKA CORPORATION, USA. NINTENDO' and 
NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM' are trademarks of Nintendo of 
America. Game-Pak (NES-GP) RESCUE" is published under license from 
Infogrames, ©1988-1989. Infogrames" is a trademark of Infogrames. Used 
with permission. All rights reserved. Licensed in conjunction with JP 
International. ©1989 KEMCO. 

This official seal is your assurance that Nintendo* has approved the 
quality of this product. Always look for this seal when buying games 
and accessories to ensure complete compatibility with your 
Nintendo Entertainment System.' 



"YOU STAND AT THE EDGE OF A DEEP 
CHASM. FROM THE DARKNESS BELOW 
RISE THE SCREAMS OF THE UNDEAD" 

Can you outwit and overcome the 
thoroughly-eviI Warlock Lord? His 
mysterious spell holds Castle Shadowga 
captive. Dozens of hidden pitfalls and 
nasty entities lurk in every corner. 

Probe along menacing stone 
corridors looking for hidden 
passageways. Discover 
mysterious artifacts in dark 
chambers. Clues are there 
for those bold enough, 
and wise enough. 
Torches. Keys. 
Gemstones. \ 1 

Slay a dragon, cross a river of fire, 
hut be careful. A wrong move could 

bring your quest to an untimely end. 
A whole world of options are at 

your command with 
dynamic graphics to bring 

the dark mysteries of the 
Middle Ages to life. 

The question is...are 
' ^ you up to the challenge 

0 of Castle Shadowgate? 

KEMCDaSEIKA 

SHADOWGATE” is a trademark of ICOM Simulations. Inc., an 
used with permission. Licensed in conjunction with JPI. ©1987, 
1989 ICOM Simulations, Inc. NINTENDO' and NINTENDO ENTER¬ 
TAINMENT SYSTEM ' are trademarks of Nintendo of America. 

This official seal is your assurance that Nintendo ’ has approved the 
quality of this product. Always look for this seal when buying games 
and accessories to ensure complete compatibility with your 
Nintendo Entertainment System.' 



Tricks- 
of the 

-Trade 
SECRET VIDEO GAME TRICKS, 

CODES, AND STRATEGIES 

SUPER ‘G 
10 Men Trick 

Blast to the highest rounds of this 
upcoming sequel to Contra with 
this tip! During the title screen, 
press Right, Left, Down, Up, ’A’, 
’B’, and then ’Start’. You’ll be 
awarded 10 men at the beginning 
of play and every time that you 
continue your game! 

GAMEBOY CASTIEVAN1A 
Secret 1-Up 

This is a very simple tip that will 

allow you to raise your reserves of 
lives by one. When the game 
begins, ignore the first torch that 
you see. Whatever you do, don’t 
whip it! If you collect all the tor¬ 
ches after that, you’ll discover that 
one will become a 1-Up instead of 
being just another coin! 

BASES LOADED 
Special Code 

There is a secret code that will 
allow you to easily win the pen¬ 
nant. When the password screen 
appears, enter: 

JAELECO 
Play the one game and see what 

happens, you’re sure to be happy! 
Andy Peters 

GHOULS AND GHOSTS 
Invincibility 

We printed the top secret trick for 
instant warps to anywhere in the game 
Ghouls and Ghosts in issue 6 of EGM, 
but now we’re back again with a new 
code that’s perfect for players who 
want to win, but also don’t want to 
miss the spectacular sights and sounds 
that are delivered along the way! 
To initiate this superb power-up, you 

must press the the pad Up, Down, 
Left, and then Right. Each time you 
press the pad you must also press the 
’A’ button at the same time (do NOT 
hold down button ’A’ or the trick will 

not work). 
Now, after you have finished with 

this, you should hear a short harp 
sound (just like when you activated 
the level select from issue 6). When 
you hear this tone, HOLD DOWN 
button ’B’ and press ’Start’. Next, let 
go of the ’B’ button and HOLD 
DOWN button ’C’ and press ’Start’. 

Now go show ’em who’s Boss! 
Brian Gatti 

Manhasset, NY 
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NES TETRIS 
Level Skip 

Normally you are allowed to 

begin your Tetris game on 

levels one to nine, but with 

this special technique you can 

start as high as level 19! 

To perform this trick, move 

the prompt to the desired 

level and then hold down the 

’A’ button and press ’Start’. 

Ten levels will be added to 

whatever starting round you 

selected (0 becomes 10, etc.). 

WONDER BOV 3 
Special Passcode 

To begin the game as WonderBoy, 

enter all blanks when asked for a pas¬ 

sword. This will start our hero off on 

his adventure completely powered-up 

and with all available weapons, armor, 

and stones! What a way to begin a 

day! 

Rico Castro 
North Olmsted, OH 

FORGOTTEN WORLDS 
Unlimited lit, 

Forgotten Worlds can get in¬ 
credibly hectic, and downright dif¬ 
ficult in the one-player mode. To 
gain unlimited lives without having 
to purchase reincarnation vials, 
simply hit ’Start’ to pause when 
your life is low, and switch to con¬ 
troller two. Hit ’Start’ for new life! 

REVENGE OF SHINOBI 
Unlimited Mew 

In round 4-2 of Revenge of Shin- 
obi, there are many hidden power- 
ups that can be revealed by shoot¬ 
ing directly at their hidden loca¬ 
tions, including a 2-Up! At the 

beginning of the round, walk to the 
edge of the pit and jump straight 
up, flipping and firing a spread of 
stars before coming down. This 
should expose a 1-Up on the ledge 
across from the pit. Jump over to 
the other side of the ledge when 
this 1-Up is exposed (it will still be 
half-hidden behind the ledge) and 
then walk off the ledge to the left, 
grabbing the power-up before fall¬ 
ing off the screen. Although you 
will lose one man in the process, 
two men will be added to your 
reserves! Repeat this process to 
get as many lives as you like! 

THE BLACK BASS 
Special Passcode Features 

Here’s a clue that will change the 

way the meters work and let you know 

how well you are using your lure in ad¬ 

dition to alreting you when your line 

becomes too weak. 

Input "HBMAX" instead of your 

name and keep your lure working 

above 6.0 on the bar-meter. For big 

fish, don’t cast out too far or you’ll 

never get them in! 

Russel Sonmore 
Buckley, WA 

GHOULS AN GHOSTS 
Secret Slew-Motion Mode 

Ghouls and Ghosts for the Sega 
Genesis can be a tough game, but it is 
possible to slow down the action with 
this wild new trick! 

As the title screen appears, press the 
pad Up, Down, Left, and Right. Each 
time you press the pad, push the ’A’ 
button simultaneously (like you did to 
initiate the Invincibility mode on page 
44). If done correctly, you’ll hear a 
short harp sound letting you know the 
trick is now working. 

Next, keep pressing ’Start’ until the 
game begins and your character ap¬ 
pears. Wait for the "Get Ready" 
prompt and then press ’Start’ once 
again to pause play. 

Now you can hold down the ’B’ but¬ 
ton and the action will move in slow- 
motion. Do NOT unpause the game 
by pressing ’Start’ again. Instead, 
hold the ’B’ button and move the pad 
as you would during a normal game. 
While the movements on-screen may 
appear jerky, the action does indeed 
slow down and make the adventure 
much less taxing for poor Arthur. 

Brian Gatti 
Manhasset, NY 

Please note: Some Ghouls and Ghosts 

cartridges may not contain the level sel¬ 

ect, invincibility, and slow-motion fea¬ 

tures. 
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ZANAC 
Special Message 

When you finish the game, wait 
for the credits and then watch the 
fairy. When she stops moving, 
press both ’A’ and ’B’ on both con¬ 
trollers and a new message ap¬ 
pears! (Could they mean Guar¬ 
dian Legend???). 

Troy Malik 

KINGS OF THE BEACH 
Passcodes 

Here’s all you need to warp 
higher in the tournament mode of 
this great new volleyball game! 

Stage One SideOut 
Stage Two Gekko 

Stage Three TopFlite 
Stage Four SunDevil 

Brad Cooper 

REVENGE OF SHINOBI 
Unlimited Knives 

Running out of throwing knives 
can be a tough thing for a Ninja, 

but this trick will put an end to 

those problems! In the options 
screen, change the beginning 
number of weapons to 00 and wait 
for ten seconds, not touching any¬ 
thing. The 00 will become an in¬ 
finity sign and you’ll never run out! 

OTHELLO 
Chip Flip 

Board games are fun, but move 
video versions won’t let you cheat. 
Now you can secretly flip your 
opponent’s chips in the game Oth¬ 
ello by pressing ’Select’, ’A’, ’B’, 
’B’, ’A’, ’B’, ’A’, ’A’, ’B’, followed 
by Up, Down, ’Select’, ’Select’, 
and then start! 

Joe Plumber 

KNIGHT RIDER 
Hidden Level Select end Special Message 

Here are two helpful tricks in Acclaim’s 

Knight Rider. Press the ’A’ and ’B’ but¬ 

tons before turning the power on. Turn 

the NES on and when the title screen ap¬ 

pears, let go of them. Choose the mission 

or driving mode. "Select Mode" will ap¬ 

pear and each number represents a city 

(e.g. San Fran is number one, Toronto is 

number seven, etc.). For a special mes¬ 

sage, hold ’Start’ and ’Select’ before turn¬ 

ing on the power and see what happens. 

Martin Blais 
Richmond, Quebec 

BLUE LIGHTNING 
Passcode Warps and Lunatic Bonus 

Blue Lightning is one of the best 
flight simulator shoot-em-ups avail¬ 
able for any system, but many of the 
game levels are extremely difficult. 
With the following codes printed be¬ 
low, you will now be able to automati¬ 
cally rocket to any level of play for air- 
to-air and air-to-ground combat un¬ 
like anything you’ve ever seen before! 

In addition to these codes, there is 
also a special bonus that can be achie¬ 
ved, but only the most skilled pilots 
should attempt the daring maneuver. 
During the fourth level, where a low 
ceiling is maintained and canyons fill 
the screen, you can get a special 
45,000 point bonus if you kick in your 
afterburners once your plane enters 
the canyon walls. When this is done, 
your plane will speed up (making ne¬ 
gotiation of the round much more dif¬ 
ficult), and the "Lunatic Bonus" will be 

tallied up. 

Missbn 2 PLAN 

Mission 3 ALFA 

Missbn 4 BELL 

Missbn 5 NINE 

Missbn 6 LOCK 

Missbn 7 HAND 

Missbn 8 FIEA 

Missbn 9 LIFE 

Brian Gatti 
Manhasset, NY 
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FIGHTING STREET 
Secret Inputs 

Fighting Street can be very difficult 

to complete, even for the most 

seasoned players. There is a new 

technique that has been discovered, 

however, that will allow anyone to 

take advantage of several built-in op¬ 

tions - if you know the secret! Use 

these to finish this great CD game. 

First, you must get a score high 

enough to allow you to access and 

enter your name on the high score 

table. Depending on which set of 

special initials you input, you’re given 

all types of enhancements and op¬ 

tions: 

.AS - Level Select 

.SD - Ryu throws all super punches 

.LK - Ryu uses all super techniques 

8-EYES 
Special Codes 

8-Eyes can be a very complicated 

game, but with these super secret 

codes you can progress to the highest 

rounds almost immediately! Try 

both and see what happens: 

TAXAN TAXAN 
FINAL STAGE 

Now you’re ready for the final battle! 

BLAZING LAZERS 
Invincibility 

After accessing the sound test by 

holding ’Select’ and toggling the pad 

Left and Right, press button 1, press 

button 2, and then hit ’Select’ 21 

times (see EGM #6 for more de¬ 

tails). Move the sound test to 6E and 

hold Down on the pad before press¬ 

ing ’Run’ for invincibility! 

BASEBALL STARS 
Pcwer-Up Teens 

To create a super team in the SNK 

baseball game, Baseball Stars, use 

these special power-up techniques. 

The first trick will give you a power- 

up team, while the second one sup¬ 

plies you with an all-girl power-up 

team! Here we go: 

First of all, make a team using the 

’A’ button as normal. Then press 

Down, Right, Left, Down, Down, 

Right, and Up. The question "When 

isn’t it?" will appear. Change this to 

"When it is". Now you are gree to 

input the team name and logo 

For a switch, you can select an all¬ 

female team composed of powerful 

women as well! Although the trick is 

similar to the men’s team, there are 

some minor changes so pay atten¬ 

tion: 

Once again, make a team. Press 

Down, Right, Left, Down, Down, 

Right and then Up, making sure not 

to touch any of the buttons. Go to 

veterans three times, each time going 

to a different category. On the third 

time, press the ’A’ button. 

"What is a Wren" will appear. 

Change this phrase to "A Bird." and 

remove the remaining letters. Press 

the ’B’ button and then the ’A’ but¬ 

ton and you’ll be free to put in the 

team name and the logo to start play 

with the most powerful women! 

Dennis Bononami 
Woodridge, IL 

WE STAND CORRECTED! 

In issue 6 of EGM we mistakenly 

printed incorrect procedures for 

several tips. On Galaga ’90, press 

and hold the pad Up when pressing 

the ’Run’ button to access the pow¬ 

er-ups (not button 1 as was print¬ 

ed). In Legendary Axe hold 

’Select’ and button 1 while pressing 

the pad to the Left for extra con¬ 

tinues (don’t hold button 2). 

WIN A FREE SAME FROM EGM! 
We want you to play like a winner, and we’re ready to pay! 
Give us your tips and clues, your secret continues, level 
selects, power-ups and codes! If we print your tip, we’ll give 
you credit in these pages as well as a free game of our choice 
(you can pick the system)! Get the best tips anywhere and 
get a great game as well from the magazine that’s first with 
the best secrets on all the game systems - EGM! 
Sendai Publications, Inc. is not responsible for the submission of similar or identical tips, and is not obligated to 
award free game carts to those people who submit information that has already been printed or was previously lo¬ 
cated by the staff of the magazine or any affiliated publication or media source. In the case of two identical tips being 
submitte, the first tip received will be chosen as the winner. Final selection of games is up to us. Void where prohibited 
by law. 
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WORLD CHAMPI NSHIP 

Featuring 
The Road Warriors 

and Stars of 
th&^WA 

Take a break from play wrestling and get into the real action! Make your choice from 12 top 
NWA wrestlers, each with his own speciality move and then select four additional moves to clobber 

your way to victory in tag teams or single player matches. Become 6'5" of solid muscle as 
“Total Package" Lex Luger. Use the Flying Body Press of Ricky Steamboat. Stun your opponent with 

Sting’s Scorpion Death Lock. Master Road Warrior “Animal s" Power Slam. 
The action keeps going even outside the ring! Two players or solo against the computer! 

World Championship Wrestling—It's so real, it's unreal! 

Not Just Kid Stuff 
ci Commufiiuilions 
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PHOTOS OF 100 NEW NINTENDO, SEGA, TURBO AND GENESIS GAMES 

THE MOST COMPLETE REPORT 
YOU'LL FIND ON THE GAMES OF CES 



ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY TAKES YOIL 

Twice a year the big guns in the video 

game industry gather together to par¬ 

ticipate in one of the largest trade con¬ 

ventions of its kind. The bi-annual 

Consumer Electronics Show (CES) not 

only provides game manufacturers with 

an excellent opportunity to show off 

their latest softs to toy store buyers, it 

also gives mags like EGM the chance 

to sample the carts that will begin ap¬ 

pearing throughout the year. 

The most notable participant at the 

show, as you could probably guess, is 

Nintendo. The gargantuan Nintendo 

booth, which measures in at around the 

same size as a football field, not only 

contains the new innovations from the 

video game mega-power, but also in¬ 

cludes most of the third-party licensees 

(which now number more than 50). At 

the Winter CES, more than 100 new 

NES games were shown, in addition to 

nearly 90 new GameBoy softs (watch 

for EGM #10 for previews and photos 

of the new portable carts). 

In the other corner was Sega, recent¬ 

ly liberated from their Tonka distribu¬ 

tion agreement and showcasing both 8- 

Bit and 16-Bit titles within the walls of 

their maze-like presentation area. 

While several new 8-Bitters occupied 

their area, the major focus and most of 

TWICE A YEAR THE BIG GUNS 

IN THE VIDEO GAME INDUSTRY 

GATHER TOGETHER TO PARTIC- 

PATEIN ONE OF THE LARGEST 

TRADE CONVENTIONS-THE 

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW 

the attention was reserved for the 16- 

Bit games and the selection of new 

third-party games being offered for the 

first time by names such as Treco, Seis¬ 

mic, Dreamworks, and Activision. 

Some of the best games at the show 

were to be found in the Sega booth. 

The last big-name player to appear on 

the show-floor was NEC. Making up 

for their no-show at the last summer 

CES, NEC pulled out all the stops to 

make the CES premiere of their Turbo- 

Grafx-16 game system a success. Mix¬ 

ing previews of familiar titles like 

Bonk’s Adventure and Neutopia with 

unreleased PC Engine softs seemed to 

attract some attention, not to mention 

the use of enormous big-screen tele¬ 

visions to project the action! 

While the CES may seem like a game 

player’s paradise (and it is!), your dili¬ 

gent EGM staff was there in another 

capacity: to document the entire show 

in words and pictures! We’ve done our 

best to insure multiple photos of every 

game at the convention for this EGM 

special! Many of these games have 

never been seen before, and others 

were shown to EGM on an exclusive 

photographic basis. We’ve done our 

best to bring you the real reason for the 

show...GAMES, GAMES, GAMES! 

The Consumer Electronics Show is al- The Sega video wall displayed over a 

ways filled with exciting sights and sounds! dozen games simultaneously to viewers! 
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Steve Harris 

NEW GAMES & LICENSEES KEEP NES ON TOP! 
While occupying a slightly smaller 

space than the previous CES, the mam¬ 

moth Nintendo booth packed in a num¬ 

ber of new licensees with dozens of veter¬ 

ans determined to show off their best. 

Some of these new companies, such as 

Bullet-Proof Software and Square may 

not be familiar names, but they've pro¬ 

duced some of the hottest NES titles ever 

made (Tetris and Rad Racer respective¬ 

ly). Other new licensees included Ar¬ 

cadia Systems (coin-op and computer 

manufacturer), INTV (previously the 

major agent for the old Intellivision), 

Parker Bros. (leaving Sega for the NES), 

as well as JVC and the American 

Softworks Corp. 

The other big news at the Nintendo 

booth revolved around the company's 

Satellite and Four Score peripherals. 

These wireless and conventional adap¬ 

ters will make it possible for up to four 

people to interact simultaneously on 

some games. Both Nintendo, with their 

Super Spike V'Ball, and other licensees 

showcased new carts that will take ad¬ 

vantage of the multi-player function. 

Secret developments included the dis¬ 

tribution of more information on the 16- 

Bit Nintendo, raising the possiblity of a 

stateside release. A prototype of a new 

computer keypad, for use with the NES's 

upcoming modem peripheral, was also 

shown to selected parties. 

Acclaim - July 

NARC 
While graphically no where near as 

good as the arcade original, the Ac¬ 

claim version of Narc makes a very 

good attempt at bringing the violent 

street action home. This one may get 

toned down a bit for home release, 

but hopefully it will remain the same. 

Konami - Now 

TOP GUN 2 
This is what the first Top Gun for 

the NES should have been. Konami 

has taken their time here and produc¬ 

ed a highly playable, occassionally in¬ 

tense simulator/shooter loaded with 

some nice effects and play that blows 

^ the first game out of the sky! 

Taxan - May/June 

LOW ’G’ MAN 
Low G Man (Low Gravity Man) 

merges a number of proven play con¬ 

cepts with detailed scrolling back¬ 

grounds, hidden goodies, heavy pow¬ 

er-ups and huge Bosses. The closed 

door preview we received at the show 

left us begging for more! 
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Data East - Now 

HEAVY BARREL 

In this Contra-type battle game, you control a super¬ 

soldier out to piece together the ultimate weapon! 

While this title does possess some nice scrolling graph¬ 

ics and potent power-ups (which are collected by un¬ 

locking chests with keys), the game play suffers from 

poor controls that make certain tight situations next to 

impossible to negotiate. Diagonal movement and firing 

are particularly frustrating and diminish the appeal of 

an otherwise fine coin-op translation! 

FCI - July 

AD&D - HEROES OF THE LANCE 

FCI’s latest addition to their library of adventure and 

quest games draws on one of the most famous names of 

the genre. AD&D - Heroes of the Lance, borrows the 

name and some of the game play from the successful SSI 

computer game, with detailed graphics, multiple party 

members, and action that combines straightforward at¬ 

tacks with adventure overtones. Promised as the first in 

a series of AD&D games (with Pools of Radiance set to 

follow), FCI has another exciting series of games. 

Ultra - August 

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE 
In this video game adaptation of the famous television 

spy show (now on T. V. once again), you’re given the spe¬ 

cial mission which consequently destroys itself. Using 

digitized pictures of Peter Graves and other show stars, 

you must negotiate hazard-filled areas while collecting 

power-ups, enhancements, and clues that will help you 

solve the storyline. Beyond the cool premise, Mission: 

Impossible delivers decent graphics and game play that 

is slow and resembles the feel of Metal Gear. 

Kemco - March 

BUGS BUNNY BIRTHDAY BASH 
Another cartoon license from Kemco, and the second 

such cart based on the popular Bugs Bunny character, 

Bugs Bunny’s Birthday Blow-Out combines superbly 

drawn graphic/text screens with action-packed scrolling 

playfields loaded with carrots and other goodies to col¬ 

lect. Along the way, plenty of Bugs’ pals make cameo 

appearances, including Daffy Duck, Foghorn Leghorn, 

Tweety Bird, Pepe LePew and more! A good Super 

Mario derivative with great cartoon-like graphics. 
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DIG DUG II 
Trouble in Paradise 

DIG DUG has decided to chill out from the pressures of the real world by taking 
a long overdue vacation on a beautiful Caribbean island. "At last," he thinks 
to himself, "sun, sand, surf, and no more hassles from those miserable pests, 
POOKA and FYGAR!" Lying in a hammock strung between the graceful palm 
trees, he drifts off into a blissful dream of beautiful bikini clad native girls cater¬ 
ing to his every wish. But just when he thinks he's got it made in the shade, 
along come his troublesome enemies to turn his peaceful paradise into a tropi¬ 
cal nightmare. Help DIG DUG rid the island of these irritating intruders and 
bring tranquility back to his vacation by the sea. 



Konami - April 

superc 
Undoubtedly one of the best video 

games shown at the CES was Super 

’C’ (or Super Contra) from Konami. 

From the spectacular new level of 

graphics detail to the varied cast of 

enemy weapons and dangers, this 

game had us begging for more! 

Continuing the theme from the 

original Contra, this one or two-play- 

er cooperative contest not only fea¬ 

tures some of the best graphics ever 

packed into a Nintendo cart, it also 

has intense horizontal and verticle 

shooting action that blew away near¬ 

ly every other NES game at the show! 

This is a blockbuster from beginning 

to end, that has the perfect combina¬ 

tion of fast-moving battles, super gra¬ 

phics and animation, challenging 

Bosses, and explosive power-ups. 

Nintendo - April 

Star Tropics 
Star Tropics is Nintendo’s latest in-house action/adventure 

effort. Using play mechanics that are vaguely similar to 

Goonies 2 in the action sequences and countless other RPGs 

in the overhead scenes, Star Tropics uses advanced pro¬ 

gramming techniques to create full-screen images that fully 

animate! As a warrior on a mission to unlock the mysteries 

of an island civilization, you must move throughout multiple 

screens, talking with villagers and other important people, 

while battling your way through all kinds of obstacles! 

Asmik - May 

WURM 
Wurm stood out as one of the few action games boasting 

a lot more than just shoot, shoot, shoot, play mechanics. In 

Wurm you pilot a special craft that can perform a number 

of incredible feats. 

The game is divided into several different sections, includ¬ 

ing graphic/text screens that help explain the storyline while 

allowing you to select different responses to each encounter. 

Dual-scrolling shooting action leads into first-person target 

shooting and even new angles of play. Wurm is a different 

type of shoot-em-up, but refreshing in a number of ways. 
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THIS Past Christmas You Waited To Find A Parking Space, Waited in Long Lines, Wasted Lots 
of Time, and Wasted Lots of Money... ONLY To Find Out... 

THEY DIDN’T HAVE THE GAME YOU WANTED!!! 
THEN You Called US, WE HAD IT, WE SHIPPED IT. YOU GOT IT! 

THE ULTIMATE GAME CLUB 
Next Time CALL US FIRST & don’t waste time ever again. 

And since we ship overnight & match any price, why bother going anywhere else! 
CALL 1-800-TOY-CLUB & Order NOW! 

Here’s Just Some of the Benefits: For a complete listing of Games, Systems & Accessories CALL 1 -203-388-6366 
We stock all the games the stores have & all the games they don’t 
We’ll match any advertised price on any items they have in stock 
We Buy used games for cash or credit & Sell used games at dis¬ 
count prices. 
We ship all orders within 24 hours overnight 
at the lowest prices anywhere! 
We have a Toll Free # 1 -800-TOY-CLUB to place orders! 

• We offer specials, discounts, contests & prizes + a subscription to our 
Newsletter featuring tips, secrets, strategies & more you’ll find no 
where else. 

• Preorder any game available over 30 days prior to release and get 
10% off. This way you are guaranteed getting it before it sells out! 

• Buy any 12 New Games over any period of time & get a free game of 
your choice. Just save your receipts & when you get 12 saved up, send 
them to us in the mail & pick out your free game. 

TURBOGRAFX SYSTEMS NOW ONLY $159.99! 

Here’s Just Some of the GAMES! Call us for Old, New, or Used Games you DON’T See in this ad 

SEGA GENESIS 16 BIT 
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

TTH£ WE WE WE 
BUY SELL SELL 

USED USED NEW 

n Genesis System 115.00 159.99 189.99 
□ Genesis Power Base Converter 15.00 29.99 39.99 
(allows you to play regular Sega games or Genesis) 
□ Genesis Control Pad 500 14.99 19.99 
□ Genesis Headphone Set NO NO 14.99 
□ Genesis Power Stick (MAY) 15.00 34.99 44.99 

GENESIS GAME CARTIRDGES 
□ Alex Kidd 
n Forgotten World 
□ Ghostbusters (MAY) 
□ Ghouls N' Ghosts 
□ Golden Axe 
O Golf 
□ Herzog Zwei (APRIL) 
□ Last Battle 
□ Mystic Defender 
□ Phantasy Star 2 (MARCH) 
C Rambo III 
[] Revenge of the Shinobi 
□ Soccer 
□ Space Harrier II 
□ Super Basketball (APRIL) 
□ Super Hang On 
□ Super Thunder Blade 
□ Thunder Force II 
□ Tommy Lasorda Baseball 
□ Truxton 

20.00 39.99 49.99 
25.00 49.99 55.99 
20.00 44.99 54.99 
25.00 49.99 55.99 
27.50 54.99 64.99 
20.00 46.99 51.99 
17.50 39.99 49.99 
20.00 45.99 49.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
35.00 69.99 79.99 
20.00 45.99 49.99 
27.50 54.99 64.99 
15.00 35.99 39.99 
20.00 45.99 49.99 
20.00 44.99 54.99 
20.00 45.99 49.99 
20.00 45.99 49.99 
25.00 49.99 55.99 
25.00 54.99 59.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
15.00 39.99 49.99 

ATARI LYNX PORTABLE 
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

Call For Price 

□ Blue Lightning 
□ Chips Challenge 
□ Electrocop 
□ Gauntlet 
□ Gates of Zendocan 

□ Treasure Chest 

WE WE WE 
BUY SELL SELL 

USED USED NEW 
15.00 29.99 39.99 
15.00 29.99 39.99 
15.00 29.99 39.99 
15.00 29.99 39.99 
15.00 29.99 39.99 
15.00 29.99 39.99 
15.00 29.99 39.99 

ASK US ABOUT 
JAPANESE GAMES 8 SYSTEMS TOO I 

FREE ATARI 2600 GAME 
with pad membership 

Chooee From: Karate. Cruise Missile. Sea Hawk, Sea Hunt 

GAMEBOY 
□ NESGameboy 109.99 9999 
□ Gameboy Carrying Case Soft 14.99 12.99 
□ Gameboy Rechargeable Battery Pack 34.99 32.99 
□ Gameboy Heavy Duty Hard 

Plastic Carry Case 12.99 9.99 

• Gameboy Game Cartridges Call for Price/Availability. 
Alleyway • Amazing Spderman • Baseball • Baseball Kid 
Beetle )u ice • Bugs Bixiny • Castle Vania the Adven¬ 
ture • Ghostbusters 2 • Go* • F-1 • Flipull • Freddy’s Night¬ 
mare • Hyper Lode Runner • Karateka • Lock-N-Chase 
• Motocross Maniacs* NFL Football• Pachinko• Pinball 

Special • Revenge of the Gator-Super PinbaN 
• Shanghai • Saga • Tennis • Super Mario Land • Deathball 
• Battleship • Puzzleboy • Mr. Asmik World • Boxle 

CalI for Other Cartridges Not Listed 
Call us for Japanese Gameboy Games 

We Buy used $5.00 We Sell Used *15.00 

TURBO GRAFX 16 

SPECIALS THIS MONTH 

Buy any 4 get a free membership 
Adventures of Bayou Billy 39.99 
Adventures of Dino Riki 39.99 
Air Fortress 44.99 
Adventures of Lolo 39.99 
Bad Dudes 44.99 
Bugs Bunny 39.99 
Bubble Bobble 37.99 
Bump N Jump 29.99 
Back to the Future 34.99 
Casino Kid 37.99 
Cybemoid 39.99 
Black Bass 44.99 
Crystal Mines 44.99 
Dr. Chaos 39.99 
Festers Quest 37.99 
Flying Dragon 44.99 
Friday the 13th 34.99 
Galaga 29.99 

TITLE 

□ Turbo Grafx System 
□ Turbo Tap 
□ Turbo Cable 
□ Turbo Pad 
□ Turbo Stick 
□ CD-ROM 
□ Turbo Booster 
□ Alien Crush 
D Blazing Lazers 
□ Bonk s Adventure (APRIL) 
□ China Warrior 
□ Crater Maze (MARCH) 
□ Cybercore (MAY) 
□ Darius—CD game 
□ Deep Blue (MARCH) 
□ Dragon Spirit 
□ Dungeon Explorer 
□ Galaga 90 
□ Final Lap Twin 
O Fighting Street—CD game 
□ Fantasy Zone 
O J J 4 Jeff (MARCH) 
o Legendary Axe 
□ Microbox (MAY) 
[J Military Madness 
a Monster Lair—CD game 
□ Moto Roader 
□ Neutopig (APRIL) 
□ Paciand 
□ Rower Golf 
□ Ordyne 
□ R-Type 
□ Shanghai (MAY) 
o Space Hamer 
□ Takiri ft To The Hoop 
□ Vigilante 
□ Victory Run 
□ World Class BasebaH 
O World Court Tennis 
□ Y’s—CD game 

WE WE WE 
BUY SELL SELL 

USED USED NEW 

100.00 139.99 159.99 
10.00 15.00 19.99 
2.00 5.99 8.99 

10.00 15.00 19.99 
17.50 34.99 44.99 

250.00 349.99 399.99 
20.00 29.99 34.99 
15.00 34.99 44.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
17.50 36.99 42.99 
15.00 34.99 44 99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
22.50 46.99 54.99 
15.00 34.99 44.99 
20.00 42.99 49.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
20.00 39.99 44.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
22.50 46.99 54.99 
17.50 36.99 42.99 
15.00 34.99 44.99 
20.00 39.99 44.99 
15.00 34.99 42.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
22.50 46.99 54.99 
20.00 42.99 49.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
20.00 42.99 49.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
30.00 5999 69.99 
30.00 59.99 69.99 
15.00 34.99 42.99 
30.00 59.99 69.99 
15.00 34.99 44.99 
25.00 49.99 59.99 
1500 34.99 42.99 
17.50 39.99 44.99 
17.50 3999 44.99 
22.50 46.99 54.99 

Gauntlet 
Godzilla 
Hydlide 
Joust 
Kings Knight 
Knightrider 
Dig Dug 2 
Millipede 
Operation Wolf 
Pebble Beach Golf 
Monster Party 

Romance of the 3 Kingdoms 
Sesame Street ABC 
Sky Shark 
Shooting Range 
Stealth ATF 
Super Dodge Ball 
Supersprint 
Tag Team Wrestling 
Three Stooges 
Twin Eagle 
Ultima 

Accessories on Special 
1990 Nintendo Power Calendar 
Camerica Freedom Stick 
Camerica Supersonic Stick 
Camerica Freedom Stick Gift Pack 
Curtis Game Caddy 
Heller Game Rack 
Hartzel Video Game Organizer 
Nintendo Wallet 
Nintendo Puppet Kooler 
Camerica Freedom Connection 
UN Roll N Rocker 
Laserline Game Pac Storage 

29.99 
45.99 

29.99 
37.99 
24.99 
44.99 
42.99 
34.99 
29.99 
44.99 
42.99 
49.99 

8.99 
49.99 
44.99 
99.99 

3.99 
3.99 

19.99 
2.59 

19.99 
32.99 
29.99 
22.99 

NEW NINTENDO GAMES 
Al Unset’s Racing 49.99 
All Pro Basketball 44.99 
Bases Loaded 2 49.99 
Bashi Bazook 45.99 
Batman 49.99 
Astyanax 49.99 
California Raisins 49.99 
Chessm aster 49.99 
Castlequest 44.99 
Code Blue 44.99 
Code Name Viper 49.99 
Conflict 49.99 
Dash Galaxy 39.99 
Double Dragon 2 59.99 
Demon Sword 49.99 
Destination Earth Star 39.99 
Escape from Atlantis 44.99 
Home Sweet Home 49.99 
Grid Grabber 44.99 
Heavy Barren 49.99 
Kid Kool 44.99 
Magic Johnson’s Fast Break 49.99 
Maniac Mansion 49.99 
Master Chu & the Drunkard Hu 44.99 
Metal Fighter 44.99 
Phantom Fighter 49.99 
Police Academy-The Game 49.99 
Pinball Quest 44.99 
Rock N Ball 46.99 
Rescue The Embassy Mission 44.99 
River City Ransom 49.99 
Pradikus 44.99 
Rollerball 45.99 
Robocop 49.99 
Shadowgate 54.99 
Snoopy 44.99 
Solstice 46.99 
Super Mario Bros. 3 59.99 
Target Renegade 49.99 
Taro's Quest 49.99 
Terra Cresta 39.99 
Twin Cobra 49.99 
Tenth Frame Bowling 49.99 
Vegas Dream 49.99 
Wrath of Black Manta 49.99 

GET A FREE MEMBERSHIP 

If you buy: 
1. Any Turbografx System, CD Player 

or purchase over $50. 
2. Any Sega 8 bit game purchase over $50. 
3. Any Atari Lynx or game purchase over $50. 
4. Any of the games below: 

Afterburner 54.99 
Xybots 49.99 
Indiana Jones 44.99 
Pacman 39.99 
Toobin 44.99 

Rolling Thunder 49.99 
Road Runner 49.99 
Alien Syndrome 49.99 
Vindicators 49.99 
Shinobi 49.99 

Nintendo and Sega Games we deduct $2.00 for i f we return a game back to you. All CT orders must pay 8% sates tax Any refutds or exchanges are subject to a 

». You must be a member to 
i allow 4 weeks upon receipt of used games you send us so we can pro- 
■ '•—'—arks and are not related to us nor are we endorsed by them. 

USG 1491 Boston Rost Roed. Old Saybrook, CT 06475 
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Capcom - March 

CODE NAME: VIPER 
Part Rolling Thunder, part Bionic 

Commando, Capcom’s Viper is a fan¬ 

tastic game. Graphic/text screens are 

used to break up the continuous 

scrolling action as our hero makes his 

way around the world in search of the 

bad guys. 

BPS - October 

HATRIS 
The NES sequel to Tetris from the 

Russian designer who started it all! 

From what we saw, Hatris wasn’t ex¬ 

actly a worthy sequel, with bland gra¬ 

phics and less than thrilling play. Per¬ 

haps they’ll try the computer sequel, 

Weltris, and leave this one home. 

BPS - July 

PIPE DREAM 
Adapted from the Lucasfilm com¬ 

puter game, Pipe Dream places you in 

the position of creating a maze of 

pipes that lead in the correct direction 

to drain off before the water that trav¬ 

els through the maze catches up. 

Nexoft - May 

WIZARDRY 
One of the hottest RPGs in Japan, 

translated from one of the most suc¬ 

cessful quest series for home PCs, 

makes its way to the NES. Create a 

party and journey through three-dim¬ 

ensional mazes filled with wonderous 

treasures and hideous monsters! 

Milton Bradley - November 

TIME LORD 
This RPG, programmed by the 

European wizards at RARE, com¬ 

bines action and adventure elements 

together to capture the best of both 

worlds. While the game comes off 

well, die-hard fans of either genre 

may be disappointed. 
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Milton Bradley - April 

ABODOX 
This shooter carries many standard 

features we’ve come to expect from 

the best blast-em-ups like highly de¬ 

tailed scrolling backgrounds, weapon 

upgrades for superior firepower, and 

large Boss attackers to conclude each 

round of play. Great game! 

HAL - March 

L0L0 2 
That waddling puzzle-solver, Lolo, 

is back once again with all-new rooms 

to conquer. Wind your way through 

each room, retrieving the heart con¬ 

tainers that allow you to progress to 

higher rounds, and the power-ups 

that let you take the bad guys on! 

Asmik - May 

COSMIC EPSILON 
In this Space Harrier-ish first-per¬ 

son fighting game, you command a 

flying soldier against a high-tech 

world full of opponents. Decent 

game play was improved greatly with 

a 3-D mode that requires special glas¬ 

ses and produces dazzling effects! 

Romstar - May 

RALLY BIKE 
Blaze your way through a variety of 

different landscapes, locating the best 

paths to take while avoiding opposing 

vehicles. An overhead perspective is 

used in this racing game that offers 

enough diversity in layouts to remain 

challenging. 

Acclaim - June 

BIGFOOT 
Challenge yourself or others to a 

multi-event contest featuring the 

giant car-crushing trucks and staring 

the one and only Bigfoot. Blaze 

through all types of powerhouse con¬ 

tests in this very different type of 

driver! 
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Kemco - March 

SNOOPY’S SPORTS 
Snoopy’s Silly Sports Spectacular 

mixes the game play of Konami’s clas¬ 

sic Track and Field, with the loveable 

Snoopy character in a bunch of events 

that look and play just like cartoons! 

A great game for the younger set, fill¬ 

ed with a lot of fun and good looks! 

Asmik - June 

JACK & BEANSTALK 
The Jack and the Beanstalk fairy 

tale comes to life, albeit somewhat 

haphazardly. This cartoony ac¬ 

tion/adventure cart tries to capture 

the feel of Super Mario games, but 

doesn’t succeed. To its credit, Jack 

looks good, but unfortunately plays 

Irem - July 

IMAGE FIGHT 
A superb arcade shooter comes to 

life on the NES with equal quality! 

Image Fight introduces all kinds of ex¬ 

citing new power-up implements, in 

an outer-space shoot-out that 

matches some of the best Nintendo 

has seen! Great game! 

Irem - November 

KICKLE CUBICLE 
What looks like an abstract kiddie- 

game is instead a very addictive ac¬ 

tion/strategy cart filled with possibil¬ 

ities. Using some play concepts pio¬ 

neered in the ancient coin-op Pengo, 

you slide enemies away while forming 

bridges to higher levels! 

Vic Tokai - April 

CONFLICT 
This is another NES attempt at 

bringing the action and suspense of 

board war games home. In Conflict 

you control armies within a self-con¬ 

tained environment, with all move¬ 

ments and action transpiring on a hex 

grid. War gamers should love it! 
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Ultra - March 

METAL GEAR 2 - 
SNAKE’S REVENGE 

The sequel to Metal Gear is finally 

here, returning the intrepid super 

soldier Solid Snake to a whole new 

region tom by strife and conflict. In 

this all-new mission, you must search 

out the roots of this enemy insurrec¬ 

tion and stop the Metal Gear project 

once and for all! 

While Metal Gear 2 - Snake’s Re¬ 

venge holds true to the original in al¬ 

most every respect, the game play is 

unfortunately too similar to the first. 

While the predecessor to Snake’s 

Revenge was an undeniable hit, the 

Metal Gear concept has since been 

duplicated by several other games. 

The gaming scene is now crowded by 

other titles that share the same 

"search, find, and destroy" theme 

populating most of Snake’s Revenge. 

There are new enhancements, but 

the game play, not to mention the 

graphic look and feel of the game, 

don’t offer a lot of new surprises. 

Snake’s Revenge isn’t a bad game, 

but it truly is Metal Gear done all 

over again. 

Nintendo - April 

PINBOT 
The classic arcade pinball 

machine is brought to life 

once again on the NES. 

This is one of the best video 

pins ever made, with a 

scrolling playfield that 

keeps constant watch over 

important areas (flippers, 

etc.), while following the 

ball up the screen and 

through the bumpers, ball 

locks, and other targets. 

All the action and strategy 

of Pin-Bot are captured 

faithfully, in a game that is 

very fun to play. 

Milton Bradley - June 

CAPTAIN 
SKY HAWK 

One of the most surpris¬ 

ing games of the show. Ex¬ 

cellent scrolling graphics, 

featuring pseudo-3D land¬ 

scapes offer powerfully at¬ 

tractive action filled with 

lots to shoot and plenty of 

explosions. First-person 

rounds slow down and dull 

the game somewhat, but 

the primary scrolling bat¬ 

tles make this one of the 

most exciting original ef¬ 

forts (programmed by 

RARE) seen at the show. 
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PRESENTS 
THE 

Playing it c£<*iAp^~,for the fun of it! 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WHISTLING 
Head To head NWA grappling action—you can 
become one of your favorite wrestlers or 
combine the powers of a tag team) This is bone 
crushing action with body slams, head locks & 
more! NET-WCW $49.99 

PHANTOM FIGHTER 

NET-PHFT $44.99 
MAGIC JOHNSON’S SILENT SERVICE 

FAST BREAK NET-SLTSR $44.99 
NET-MJFB $44.99 

KINGS OF THE BEACH 

NET-KGBCH $44.99 
TOP GUN 

THE SECOND MISSION 

NET-TPGN2 $49.99 

0KONAMI 

WOPGUHp? 

SUPER OFF ROAD JACK NICKLAUS GOLF TOOBIN' SHINOBI AFTERBURNER 

NET-OFRD $49.99 NET-JKNGF $44.99 NET-TBN $39.99 NET-SHN $54.99 NET-AFB $54.99 
If yQu (|on9| £00 it^flslc f OF it® For play on Nintendo Entertainment Systems! 

PHONE ORDERS CALL: (301) 484-9654 3 S 
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_SHPPING/HANDUNG, INSURANCE & GUARANTEED DEUVERV CHART_ 
$00.00 Up lo $24.00.$2.75 Outside Continental U S. indude oppropnote 
$24.01 Up to $39.99.$3.75 dipping & handling plus $7 JO 
$40.00 Up to $49.99.$4.75 Overseas orders indude oppropnote 
$50.00 Up to $7499.$5.75 dipping/handling plus $25.00 
$75.00 or more.$6.75 

PLEASE INDICATE METHOD OF PAYMENT 
□ Check □ MasterCard (16 digits) 
□ Money Order □ VISA (13 or 16 digits) 

YOUR CARD NUMBER MO/YR 
I I I I 1 I ! M I I I I I I I I 

Thank you for ordering from GAMEMANIA. Prices are subject to change without notice. 
Quantities are limited. All merchandise is shipped out of our warehouse within 48 hours. Please 
allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery. All merchandise is shipped U.P.S. ground. Next day and second day 
air delivery are available, please call for air shipping charges. 

... «nr return it wtm_. 

Make checks and money orders payable tc 
GAMEMANIA 

^ 4319 OLD MILFORD MILL ROAD 
BALTIMORE, MD 21208 

ADDRESS . 

CITY _ 

_ DAYTIME PHONE ( 

iitvo 
«*!»•**>«> 
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Tecmo - April 

NINJA GAIDEN2 
The Dark Sword of Chaos begins 

where the first GaiDen ends, reveal¬ 

ing new mysteries, including the fact 

that Jaquio was simply a henchman 

for a much stronger Boss. Or was he? 

One of the greatest new games pre¬ 

viewed, GaiDen 2 is a winner! 

THE DARK SWORD 
of y- 

1 CHAOS 
PUSH START 

TMS® IRAQ TCOHO.LTD. 

Data East - August 

BATTLE CHESS 
A very classey translation from the 

Interplay computer original, this 

chess game goes one step further by 

using animated movies of different 

characters fighting. The thrill is lost, 

however, due to the painfully slow 

speed at which the results transpire. 

LJN - April 

NIGHTMARE ELM ST. 
A Nightmare on Elm Street pits you 

against fiendish Freddy Kruger, the 

disfigured monster out to capture the 

souls of the Elm St. kids while they 

sleep. While skipping on the gore, 

this game provides some decent 

thrills and 4-player combo action. 

Bandai - May 

DYNOWARZ 
Small characters and poor-man’s 

scrolling highlight this action game 

that features little excitement and a 

lack of detail. The graphics and 

sounds are adequate at best, and the 

whole game suffers from not being 

filled with enough to do. 

Arcadia Systems - July 

SPOT 
The stars of the new 7-Up commer¬ 

cials have their own game, and supris- 

ingly, it’s very good! Resembling a 

cross between checkers and Othello, 

Spot’s title character dances and per¬ 

forms other animations, while up to 

two people try to capture more spots. 
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Nintendo - April 

FINAL FANTASY 
Continuing their push for more 

RPGs, Nintendo delivers Final Fan¬ 

tasy. This is a role-player with some 

adventure-style scenes, scrolling gra¬ 

phics, and text interaction with a num¬ 

ber of characters that help provide 

clues and give advice along the way. 

CSG Imagesoft - June 

SOLSTICE 
Developed from a computer title, 

this game holds up well on the NES, 

with well-drawn three-dimensional 

rooms, secret passages, and special 

items that help make moving through¬ 

out the game a little easier. Thumbs 

up to CSG for this welcome surprise! 

Data East - April 

ALIEN ASYLUM 
The first in a series of low-priced 

($19.95) games from Data East, Dash 

Galaxy in the Alien Asylum is an 

original effort that combines cool in¬ 

tros with box-moving stage selection 

and a number of very basic games 

within a game. 

Capcom - June 

RESCUE RANGERS 
Another Disney game from Cap¬ 

com! Chip and Dale’s Rescue Ran¬ 

gers uses graphic/text screens to in¬ 

troduce the game and then switches 

to a horizontally scrolling action game 

filled with new techniques and hidden 

power-ups. A very good game. 

Capcom - June 

MAGIC KINGDOM 
The other Disney game at the show 

was Capcom’s Adventures in the 

Magic Kingdom. Using well-defined 

graphic/text screens and dual scroll¬ 

ing overhead movements, you can tra¬ 

vel the Disney park, where each ride 

is a game in itself! 
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Square - April 

RAD RACER 2 
Rad Racer 2 continues the look and 

feel of the first real Nintendo driver 

with a slew of new courses and a much 

larger map to traverse. The play re¬ 

mains the same, which means a lot 

more good times on the road! Noth¬ 

ing real new, but a solid game. 

Bandai - July 

GILLIGAN’S ISLAND 
This adventure RPG features the 

crew of the shipwrecked S.S. Minnow 

and casts you in the lead role of the 

Skipper. Following you through your 

adventures is first mate Gilligan. To¬ 

gether you must use your wits and col¬ 

lect info to solve the quest. 

Tradewest - April 

OFF ROAD 
The multi-player arcade hit comes 

home to the NES as a multi-player 

racer courtesy of the Four Score and 

Satellite. Rip up the road and in¬ 

crease your power through multiple 

tracks filled with obstacles, jumps, 

and more! 

Tecmo - March 

WORLD WRESTLING 
Tecmo leaps into another sport and 

the results are impressive! Basic 

wrestling moves are accompanied by 

a commentator who follows the action 

at the bottom of the screen, and iso¬ 

lated close-ups of well-executed tech¬ 

niques. 

UN - March 

X-MEN 
The comic book super heroes face 

their toughest battles yet in this new 

NES cart. Select a team of two char¬ 

acters and use their special abilities 

while you race through the vertically 

scrolling playfields towards the ulti¬ 

mate Boss! 
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Milton Bradley - July 

CABAL 
Based on the coin-op quarter mun- 

cher, Milton Bradley’s Cabal cart for 

the NES suprisingly captures most of 

the activity from the arcade original. 

It’s you against the enemy in a battle 

pitting you and a machine gun against 

hordes of advancing troops. Top 

notch graphics and play! 

Toho-July 

CIRCUS CAPER 
A mysterious circus serves as the 

setting for this original and refreshing 

change of pace in the RPG realm. In¬ 

stead of fighting monsters with 

swords and magic, you must take on 

the denizens of the big top in a quest 

that’s part RPG, part text, and part 

action/adventure! 

Matchbox - May 

WEB WORLD 
Some detailed intermission graphics 

help set the tone for this creepy ac¬ 

tion/strategy game. Work your way 

about the screen, trapping victims in 

your deadly webs, while avoiding the 

enemy creatures and obstacles that 

constantly attack. A unique game 

that deserves more investigation. 

©1989. BX. LABS. XMC. 

LICENSED BY 

NINTENDO OP AMERICA 

Data East - April 

AL UNSER RACING 
Turbo Racing is Data East’s entry 

into the racing sweepstakes. Their ef¬ 

fort features qualifying laps, a number 

of different courses, and customizing 

features, not to mention the Al Unser 

name. A flicker problem showed up, 

but otherwise a fine game. 

Asmik - Now 

TOP PLAYER TENNIS 
Boasting the endorsement of Ivan 

Lendal and Chris Evert, not to men¬ 

tion full four-player compatibility 

with the NES Satellite and Four 

Score, Asmik’s Top Player Tennis 

stands out as one of the best tennis 

carts available for the NES. 

Seta - May 

BUILT TO WIN 
An interesting road rally racer that 

allows you to participate in activities 

related to the city you’ve reached (like 

gambling in Las Vegas). Customizing 

features expand play options even 

more, but unfortunately the racing 

portion of the game is weak. 
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Sofel - June 

WALL STREET KID 
This is one of the most unique RPGs 

we saw at CES. Instead of collecting 

armor and weapons to increase your 

booty, you fight corporate battles, col¬ 

lecting cash and stocks, to increase 

your portfolio. Definitely not main¬ 

stream, but the quest looks good. 

Arcadia Systems - July 

SILVER SURFER 
Here comes another comic book 

super hero determined to save the 

day! You assume the role of the title 

character, in a shooter that presents 

targets in both horizontal and vertical 

environments. Good graphics and a 

lack of color round out the cart. 

UN - April 

BACK TO FUTURE 2 
Beam Software programmed this 

little gem that, while better than the 

original Future game from UN, is still 

not exactly a blockbuster. The graph¬ 

ics and game interaction are much 

better, and more exposure to the 

game could reveal more qualities. 

Tecmo - May 

BAD NEWS BASEBALL 
Tecmo expands their sports library 

with this new version of baseball that 

is slanted towards a younger audi¬ 

ence. With cartoon-like backgrounds 

and characters, BNB loses some real¬ 

ism, but the bright colors and cinema¬ 

scope effects add an original touch. 

Electrobrain - March 

PUSS ’N BOOTS 
This cartoon action/adventure stars 

a super cat named Pero who must find 

his way through multiple levels of 

scrolling obstacles. Along the way, 

Pero can uncover items and battle the 

enemy characters that stand in his 

wav. Control could have been better. 
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UN - April 

THE PUNISHER 
Take a nasty comic book killer and 

place him in a scrolling shooter. As 

the detailed backgrounds move by, 

you control a target that can blast 

away bad guys and street objects. The 

constant interaction is nice, but game 

play becomes repetitive. 

NTVIC - May 

ISOLATED WARRIOR 
One of the best new games unveiled 

at CES was this three-quarter per¬ 

spective scrolling shooter. Move 

about the diagonally-moving playfield 

(similar in appearance to the classic 

Zaxxon arcade game), wasting oppo¬ 

nents and grabbing up power-ups. 

Taito - March 

BLACK MANTA 
Wrath of the Black Manta is the 

complete title of this Americanized 

version of Japan’s Ninja Cop. Com¬ 

bine scrolling action similar to Rolling 

Thunder, with the additional techni¬ 

ques and graphic/text screens of Gai- 

Den and you have an idea of Manta. 

Seta - April 

CASTLE OF DEMONS 
Into the Flames of Darklarza is the 

subtitle of this side-scrolling battle ac¬ 

tion game. Ghosts and Goblins-type 

maps, and large end-level Bosses 

round out a package filled with good 

graphics, sound, and solid game play. 

A nice effort from Seta. 

Kemco - May 

ROCKET RANGER 
Take the Nazi’s out of the computer 

version and you get the Kemco NES 

translation. Good graphics and a 

number of varied contests test your 

skills as you fight through standard 

play themes as well as large animated 

screens and more! 
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Tengen - June 

LICENSE TO KILL 
Relive the adventures of James 

Bond, agent 007 in this licensed effort. 

Not only do you control the super-spy 

in multiple levels of play, you also take 

control of amazing gadgets and pow¬ 

erful hardware like a helicopter, boat, 

and tanker truck. Decent graphics 

and play bring the movies to life! 

Tengen - April 

XYBOTS 
This first-person maze/shoot-em-up 

gathered little attention in the arcades 

due to the complexity of play. As an 

NES cart, however, Xybots offers lots 

to interact with, special rooms to ex¬ 

plore, and the ability to rotate in 360 

degrees and view all angles from your 

position. A hard game to convert. 
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Tengen - April 

POLICE ACADEMY 
Police Academy casts you in several 

different roles, assuming the identi¬ 

ties of each of the Police Academy 

hopefuls, all out to save Commandant 

Lassard’s prized goldfish. Each char¬ 

acter must overcome his/her own set 

of obstacles in this finely detailed ac¬ 

tion/adventure title. 

LJN - April 

PICTIONARY 
Play the popular board game on your 

NES! This Pictionary combines the 

drawing/guessing of the real thing, 

with special mini-games that chal¬ 

lenge your game playing skills. None 

of the mini-games are too substantial, 

and the real game is more fun. 

Vic Tokai - May 

THE MAFAT 
CONSPIRACY 

The specially titled sequel to Vic 

Tokai’s in-house super-hero, Golgo 

13, stood out and above similar efforts 

at CES. 

The government once again calls on 

Golgo 13 to help solve a sinister plot 

by a criminal organization. A special 

spy satellite has fallen from the sky, 

and threats of a terrorist bombing are 

beginning to come from the 

mysterious Mafat organization. Can 

Golgo help? 

Superb graphics, fantastic new inter¬ 

missions, and hard-hitting game play 

make Mafat an explosive winner! 
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TURBO CHAMP 
Steve Harris 

NEC SHOWCASES PC ENGINE & CINEMAWARE 
With the exception of the Portable 

TurboGrafx shown to selected retailers 

and press (see Electronic Gaming Ex¬ 

press for complete details), the excite¬ 

ment at the NEC booth surrounded the 

company’s newer titles Bonk’s Adven¬ 

ture (which they hope to develop into a 

series of games), Neutopia, and Cyber 

Core, as well as the new alliance with 

software developer Cinemaware. In ad¬ 

dition to porting over the majority of their 

TV Sports line-up (including Football, 

Baseball, and Boxing), Cinemaware is 

also working on new frontiers in CD- 

ROM technology with It Came From the 

Desert - a sci-fi action game featuring 

real digitized images, movie-quality 

musical scores, and voice! 

NEC showcased a number of PC En¬ 

gines titles at CES, many of which have 

already been licensed from Japan. 

Some of the games that are going to be 

released later in the year include Shan¬ 

ghai, Microbox, and Double Dungeon, 

while cards under evaluation include 

Sinibad, Casino, Bloody Wolf, Super 

Volleyball, Tiger Road, and P-47. Many 

of these titles have a doubtful future in 

the U.S., but others may indeed arrive 

later in 1990. 

Another new peripheral, theAV Boost¬ 

er Plus, was also displayed. This new 

device will allow you to store and save 

games in progreess (ANY game)! This 

V 

Namco - No Date 

GEMPA TOHMADEN 
Using both large and small graphic 

characters, this action game features 

a sword-swinging hero facing deadly 

creatures and obstacles. While the 

animation is extremely fluid, the 

game play is choppy and hard to con¬ 

trol in the larger scenes. 

Naxat - No Date 

PARANOIA 
This title is under evaluation at 

NEC. It’s a solid blaster, featuring 

five levels of play, sharp weapons, and 

brilliant graphics. Some of the game 

characters and their actions will 

probably be deleted, but the game is 

^ a lot of fun nonetheless. 

UPL - No Date 

ATOMIC ROBO-KID 
Resembling (and in some places 

surpassing) the Genesis version pixel 

for pixel, the PC Engine version 

Robo-Kid was on display. Lots of 

shooting, power-ups, and killer Bos¬ 

ses complete this personable shoot- 

em-up. 
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Cinemaware - July 

TV SPORT FOOTBALL 
TV Sports Football uses several dif¬ 

ferent screens, as well as a scrolling 

playfield, to duplicate the sport of 

football. The static screens, used for 

certain functions such as field goals, 

are handled very nicely, but the actual 

movement of characters is choppy. 

NEC - June 

DOUBLE DUNGEON 
This first-person RPG uses a split 

screen to divide player statistics and 

information from the graphic window 

that constantly updates your position 

within a real 3-D environment. The 

game moves fast, looks good, and ap¬ 

pears to have decent game play. 

NEC - No Date 

BLOODY WOLF 
Finally, a good Commando-style 

shooter for the PC Engine/Turbo! 

Bloody Wolf uses great graphics and 

play mechanics for the bulk of the ac¬ 

tion, while simultaneously providing a 

fast-paced storyline filled with en¬ 

counters accompanied by text. 

NEC - July 

RED ALERT 
Finally, a second Commando-style 

waste-em-all battle game. Red Alert 

plays a bit better than Bloody Wolf 

and is more likely to appear in the 

U.S. It’s also a CD-ROM title with 

great music and voice effects. A great 

game that will hopefully make it! 
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Tengen - July 

XYBOTS & RBI 2 
Not chained to the mighty Ninten¬ 

do, Tengen is thankfully providing 

some of their more popular titles for 

the Turbo. Xybots looks cool, but 

another baseball game, even one as 

good as RBI Baseball, leaves a lot to 

be desired. Why not Stun Runner? 
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Steve Harris 

GENESIS GAMES GETTING EVEN BETTER! 
The most impressive games of the show 

were in the growing Sega Genesis booth. 

Now that Sega has signed on over a doz¬ 

en third-party licensees for the Genesis, 

anticipation is higher than ever. 

Sega appears to be sticking to their 

roots with coin-op names such as Super 

Monaco GP, Crackdown and E-Swat. 

But more original efforts, like SuperReal 

Basketball and Herzog Zwei should be¬ 

gin joining other Genesis carts soon. 

Another angle that Sega appears to be 

taking is aggressive licensing of movies 

and other properties such as Dick Tracy- 

Spiderman, Captain America, Fantasia 

and Mickey and Minnie Mouse. Al¬ 

though they're in-house developments, 

these games possess the rich graphics 

detail, and solid game interaction we’ve 

come to expect from a Sega Genesis cart. 

A trademark that we’re promised will 

continue with projects like Hockey, Final 

Fight, and Shadow Dancer in 1990. 

Several computer companies will also 

launch titles on the Genesis, including 

EA’s Abrahms Battle Tank and 688At¬ 

tack Sub, MicroProse’s F-15 Strike 

Eagle, and Spectrum Holobyte’s ’Vette. 

Peripherals included the $50 Arcade 

Power Stick (look for it in May), and the 

Tele-Genesis modem should finally hit 

in July for around $100. New Tele- 

Genesis titles included Cyberball, Base¬ 

ball, and Battling Worlds. 

Tengen - June 

PAPERBOY 
From the odd-angle of scrolling, to 

the detailed characters and scenery, 

Tengen does the classic Paperboy 

coin-op complete justice on the 

Genesis. Very little is sacraficed to 

get the look and feel of the arcade 

original - Paperboy looked hot! 

Tengen-June 

HARD DRIVIN’ 
The ultimate racing game remained 

little more than the screen you see at 

the right. Tengen promises that the 

great visuals and thrilling speed will 

be faithfully captured on the Genesis, 

providing a good alternative to the 

l equally impressive Super Monaco. 
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Tengen - June 

XYBOTS 
The three-dimensional maze and 

shooter should be done complete jus¬ 

tice on the Genesis. While the gra¬ 

phics in the arcade version were 

slightly choppy, the first-person, fu¬ 

turistic Gauntlet should delight fans 

of action and shooting games alike! 
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Technosoft - June 

THUNDER FORCE 3 

The most amazing shooter of the 

CES, in fact, the most amazing shoot¬ 

er ever created, appears to be Thun¬ 

der Force 3. Not only does this cart 

make part 2 look like a bad Nintendo 

game, it features some of the most in¬ 

credibly intense battles, all-new wea¬ 

pons, and fantastic opening screens 

that add a whole new dimension to 

play! 

Gone are the boring overhead 

scenes from Thunder Force 2, re¬ 

placed exclusively by scrolling back¬ 

grounds and obstacles that fly past at 

dizzying speeds. Each round leads 

up to a specific objective and some of 

the wildest Boss enemies ever cre¬ 

ated! Thunder Force 3 is a blaster 

without equal, and a sure favorite of 

all Genesis owners who like a game 

that offers much more than good 

looks! 

Sega - April 

SUPER REAL BASKETBALL 

Sega - May 

SUPER MONACO GP 

This long-awaited addition to the Genesis sports 

library leans much heavier on arcade-oriented game 

play to provide a basketball simulation that’s fun while 

being realistic. 

The general style of the game is similar to the Turbo 

basketball, including some highly detailed animations 

when you go to the free throw line or try for the slam- 

dunk. All-in-all, however, the game does a good job of 

duplicating the sport in a tournament setting. 

A driving tour-de-force that looks just like it jumped 

from the arcades and into the Genesis! Super Monaco 

GP uses extensive (and very effective) digitized graphics 

throughout the game, and features a fast-paced driving 

contest through a variety of different city backgrounds 

and country landscapes. Virtually a carbon-copy or the 

arcade original, Super Monaco GP takes the Genesis to 

its utmost limits in graphics, sounds, and play. This 

game is as fantastic as the pictures below look. 
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Sega - July 

MOON WALKER 

A hot new license that’s sure to see 

plenty of attention both in the ar¬ 

cades and on the Genesis is Michael 

Jackson’s Moonwalker video game. 

Using portions of the great gloved 

one’s Moonwalker movie and various 

music videos, the Moonwalker Gen¬ 

esis game mixes familiar tunes with 

Revenge of Shinobi-style game play. 

You’re Michael, trying to stop an 

assortment of thugs and creeps in all 

kinds of different locations. Besides 

kicking the bad guys out of the pic¬ 

ture, you can also use several special 

moves to thwart the enemy agents 

and get at the big Boss. 

The graphics in Moonwalker are 

dynamite, animated much better 

than normal games to provide an ex¬ 

tremely fluid appearance. Great 

sound and music are also employed 

to capture the theme. 

Sega - May 

GHOSTBUSTERS 

Sega - July 

CYBERBALL 

This action/adventure title stars the ghost-bustin’ trio 

from the films and Saturday morning cartoon. Through 

graphic/text screens, the goal is established and you 

must plot your strategy. Explore the danger-filled 

hallways of various downtown buildings. Uncover hid¬ 

den items and take on the slimers who are determined 

to surprise you when you least expect it. Conquer the 

vapors for cash and return to H.Q. to boost your busi¬ 

ness and help rid the city of evil. 

Licensed from Atari Games, this translation of the 

famous coin-op football of the future disappointed 

many players. While the version on display (and shown 

in these photos) was far from completion, the graphics 

detail, realism, and scrolling all looked like they had 

popped off of a standard Nintendo 8-Bit cart. This game 

will be offered for the Tele-Genesis, and the interaction 

between players will hopefully be preserved from the ar¬ 

cade, but the CES preview left us unimpressed. 
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Sega - July 

E-SWAT 
One of the most recent Sega arcade 

hits has already been lined up for the 

Genesis. You’re a cyborg cop on a 

side-scrolling mission filled with 

weapons, dangers, and sizzling 16- 

Bit graphics! Very early on this one. 
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Activision - June 

HARD YARDAGE 
Sega - April 

HERZOG ZWEI 

The first true football game (not counting Cyberball) 

for the Genesis. This Activision effort incorporates life¬ 

like still shots with a detailed field and players that thank¬ 

fully move at real speed instead of like slugs. The 

graphics, while not outstanding, are very good, and an 

emphasis appears to be placed on strategy as well as 

quick moves. An unplayable prototype was shown. 

Developed by the same house responsible for Thun- 

derForce 2, Herzog Zwei uses the overhead perspectives 

of TF2, splits the screen for independant two player 

simultaneous views, and creates a world of aircraft, 

tanks, and more. Light on action, Herzog Zwei leans on 

numerous types of strategy as players try to secure ob¬ 

jects and areas within the limited environment. 

Treco - May 

ATOMIC ROBO-KID 
Activision - May 

TONGUE OF THE FATMAN 
Atomic Robo-Kid uses a slightly surreal cast of 

characters and backgrounds in an otherwise straightfor¬ 

ward shooter that offers independant scrolling in any 

direction (when allowed), plenty of targets to blow 

apart, and creepy end-of-Ievel Bosses that will undoub¬ 

tedly give gamers the most problems. The advance 

copies shown at CES painted the first two rounds of ac¬ 

tion in a very lively and active way. Weapon upgrades 

increase options as well as the appearance of this game. 

An enhanced version of the odd fighting game that 

recently appeared on PCs will soon make its way to the 

Genesis. The action is confined to an arena full of other¬ 

worldly spectators, cheering for all kinds of strange 

creatures who stand ready to do battle with your human¬ 

oid. Choose your moves from all kinds of techniques 

and then lash out at monsters from around the galaxy. 

If you’re good enough, you’ll reach the Fatman himself, 

and have to face his assortment of attacks! 
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HOT-B - June 

INSECTOR X 
The twist in this side-scrolling 

shoot-em-up is that the majority of the 

monsters that appear are bugs. Little 

bugs, big bugs, and really nasty Boss 

bugs! The standard weapon power- 

ups and round definition prevail in 

this nice looking title. 

Dreamworks Factory - May 

TARGET: EARTH 
This shooter features a main charac¬ 

ter decked out in a power suit with all 

kinds of different weapons. The 

game looks alright, but the control 

and difficulty left something to be de¬ 

sired. Dreamworks promises revis¬ 

ions, so this cart holds potential. 

HOT-B - June 

KAGEKI 
Kageki was a seldom seen arcade 

game released a couple of years ago 

that stars an assortment of odd-look¬ 

ing caricatures who duke it out on city 

streets as the other baddies watch and 

wait. Nothing tremendously exciting, 

but fight fans may like it. 

Dreamworks Factory - April 

SHOVE IT! 
Probably known to most as Soko- 

Ban or the GameBoy game Boxxle, 

this 16-Bit version stars the same 

workhouse assistant who must solve 

puzzles and put a roomful of misplac¬ 

ed freight back in its place. It seems 

a little out of place on the Genesis. 

Sega - August 

SPIDERMAN 
Spidey takes on his arch-nemesis 

Dr. Doom in this unusual action 

game. The cart was in a very early 

prototype stage, showing the screens 

to your right as well as a multi-layer 

scrolling screen featuring Spidey 

climbing from skyscraper to 



Ed Semrad 

NEW GAMES INSURE NEW LIFE FOR 8-BIT! 
Contrary to rumors filtering out of 

Japan and reported in the last issues of 

EGM, Sega will continue to support the 

8-Bit Master System with a rich variety of 

new softs into the new decade. The evi¬ 

dence of this was on display at the CES 

where several new carts, and announce¬ 

ments of nearly a dozen more, were 

shown to attendees. 

Sega hasn't exactly tooled up develop¬ 

ment for Sega’s flagship system, but they 

have managed to collectively pool sev¬ 

eral new titles with a number of games 

that Tonka had previously passed over. 

Some of the carts that we played for the 

first time at CES included Shinobi Kidd, 

a comical action game with a quantity of 

interesting features; a new target-shooter 

called Assault City; three sports titles; a 

driving/shooter entitled Battle Out-Run 

as well as a Master System version of 

Super Monaco GP; and a new game 

based on Sega’s Mickey Mouse license. 

New softs will probably continue to 

come from Sega, but one of the most 

promising sources of new games could 

be Europe, where the SMS is a top-seller. 

Several large development companies, 

such as Ocean and Mirrorsoft, have an¬ 

nounced plans to bring out top games 

like Xenon 2 for 8-Bit play. While this 

may not thrust the Master System ahead, 

it will give it a solid foundation to stand 

on. 

Sega - April 

SHINOBI KIDD 
What do you get when you mix the 

comical action of Alex Kidd with the 

intense martial arts mayhem of Shin¬ 

obi? You get a hybrid hero named 

Shinobi Kidd who battles cartoon 

creatures across horizontal and verti¬ 

cal landscapes, employs all types of 

"Ninja Magic", and faces happy-look- 

ing Bosses in a pastel world of soft 

colors. 

Shinobi Kidd does have some en¬ 

dearing qualities that kept us playing 

more than once. The unique method 

of rocketing the title character across 

the screen, the long rounds compos¬ 

ed of dual scrolling mazes, and the 

Shinobi structure all helped to make 

this game one of the better Master 

System carts that definitely was crea¬ 

ted with a younger player in mind. 
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Sega - April 

SLAP SHOOT 
Sega - April 

NIGHTMARE BASKETBALL 
Here’s a hockey game worthy of the Sega Master Sys¬ 

tem. Not only does Slap Shoot allow you to choose from 

a wide array of play options, including tournament and 

exhibition modes, team selection, team line-ups and 

more. Once you get on the ice, Slap Shoot dishes up 

both a side-scrolling rink where the majority of the ac¬ 

tion takes place, as well as large screen shots for isolated 

movements such as going for the goal and fighting. 

Another good sports update for the SMS. 

With this title Sega takes some liberties with the real 

sport, and then tailors the rules to fit the new game 

they’ve created. Nightmare Basketball adheres to most 

of the standard rules of the sport, but instead of simulat¬ 

ing real athletes and conditions inside an arena, this 

game uses a cast of ghouls and goblins playing in a 

graveyard! The main portion of play is extremely car- 

toony, detracting from the wickedness of the game, but 

large isolated animations are included for slam-dunks. 

Sega - April 

TENNIS ACE 
Sega returns to the serious approach, however, in their 

next sports contest, Tennis Ace. Tennis Ace attempts 

to duplicate the sport with both side and overhead 

angles on the action, different types of strokes and 

player personalities, and a good computer opponent 

that steadily improves to learn your strengths and weak¬ 

nesses. Tennis Ace is a dramatic improvement over 

similar Tennis games, providing much more interaction 

and a lot of options. 
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Sega - April 

PSYCHO FOX 

Why Tonka passed on Psycho Fox is anybody’s guess. 

It’s a great game in the same tradition as Super Mario 

Bros. 2. All of the running, jumping, and fighting takes 

place on a scrolling playfield littered with strategically- 

placed obstacles and enemies who stand in your way. 

During each round you can choose one of four identities 

(Fox, Monkey, etc.), and each character can perform its 

own list of amazing feats. Throw in the superior Sega 

graphics and you get a good derivative and a great game. 
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Sega - May 

ASSAULT CITY 

Assault City is one of those games 

that is comprised of a multitude of 

different mini-games that are all 

strung together by one common 

thread. In this game, the action 

doesn’t change too much from round 

to round, but the different back¬ 

grounds and goals vary drastically as 

you make your way to the goal. 

The game first tests your targeting 

abilities by presenting a grid of 

squares and quickly turning certain 

boxes to reveal good and bad targets. 

Depending on your initial perfor¬ 

mance, the game decides its difficul¬ 

ty. You proceed through automati¬ 

cally-scrolling backgrounds of 

bombed-out cities and ruins. Boss 

encounters feature static screens 

with extremely detailed robots and 

devices providing targets. Lots of 

shoot, shoot, shoot! 
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Seismic - April 

R.C. GRAND PRIX 
Originally announced as one of two third-party titles 

to be distributed by Absolute Entertainment, R.C. 

Grand Prix turned up in the booth of a new company 

called Seismic. It’s too bad Absolute didn’t follow 

through with the R.C. Grand Prix, considering it’s one 

of the most playable, graphically appealing games to ap¬ 

pear on the Master System in some time. The folks at 

Absolute obviously learned the ins and outs of the SMS 

- let’s hope they do more titles in the future. 

Sega - April 

GOLF-A-MANIA 

Unlike golf games that center themselves around a 

gimmick or a focus on an unusual play mechanic, Sega’s 

Golf-A-Mania updates their existing title with better 

graphics, more diversity, and an excellent all-around 

simulation of the sport. Nothing really new or ground¬ 

breaking is present here, but the game is good, has 

several different screens, and comes with a battery back¬ 

up to store games in progress. If you’re not a golf fan, 

stay away! But if you like the sport than check it out! 
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The Ultimate ALL-SEGA Magazine! 
Finally, a magazine made 
exclusively for owners of the 
Sega Master System and 
Sega Genesis! Introducing 
Mega Play, the first full-color 
publication with all the tips, 
tricks, reviews, and pre¬ 
views a Sega fan could ever 
want! Each quarterly issue 
of Mega Play is packed with 
behind the scenes info and 
photo-spreads of the latest 
8-Bit and 16-Bit sensations. 
And since it’s from the edi¬ 
tors of EGM, you know Mega 
Play is a magazine you can 
trust! . To get the most out 
of your Sega system, you 
NEED Mega Play! 
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HONEST MULTI-REVIEWS BY 

FOUR TOP PLAYERS! 

FIRST-LOOKS AND PREVIEWS 

OF NEW MASTER SYSTEM 

AND GENESIS GAMES! 

* TIPS, TRICKS, AND SECRET 

STRATEGIES ON YOUR 

FAVORITE NEW GAMES! 

* plus GAME MAPS, NEW INFO, 

GOSSIP, HIGH SCORES and more 

for your SMS and GENESIS! 

I WANT MEGA PLAY! 
Please start my introductory subscription to MEGA PLAY - 
the ALL-SEGA GENESIS and MASTER SYSTEM magazine! 

Name___ 

Address _____ 

City___State_Zip_ 

Please include $9.95 for your subscription and mail to: 
Sendai Pub., 1920 Highland, Suite 300, Lombard, IL 60148 

Make check or money order payable to Sendai Publications. Foreign orders add $10.00. 
Please wait until May 31,1990 for your first issue. Quarterly issues will be mailed thereafter. 



TOP SCORE CLUB 

HIGH SCORES 
Effective November 30, 1989 

After Burner Nintendo 14,335,970 JeffYonan 

Alien Crush TurboGrafx 75,629,000 Steve Ryno 
Altered Beast Genesis 1,109,700 Geoffrey Erickson 

Bad Dudes Nintendo 347,000 Mark Winters 

Blazing Lazers TurboGrafx 14,073,630 JeffYonan 

Bubble Bobble Nintendo 1,530,350 Rose Luchs 
China Warrior TurboGrafx 228,300 Scott Williams 

Contra Nintendo 6,553,500 Jim Hernandez 

Double Dragon Nintendo 128,350 Jim Hernandez 

Double Dragon Sega 571,100 Bob Seigmann 

Double Dragon 2 Nintendo 95,800 JeffYonan 

Ghouls and Ghosts Genesis 519,800 Chuck Miler 

Gyruss Nintendo 2,008,650 JeffYonan 

Ironswond Nintendo 229,850 JimAUee 

Kamov Nintendo 534,500 Ralph Mendes 

Missie Defense 3-D Sega 659,000 JoeTadder 

Ninja GaiDen Nintendo 980,500 Deverell Baty 

Out Run Sega 55,626,340 Dan Lee 

Paperboy Nintendo 69,000 Mark McCormick 

P.O.W. Nintendo 230,300 Conrad Cheslock 

Q*Bert Nintendo 219,820 Mike Nichols 

Rampage Sega 502,215 Brian Herrmann 

Rastan Sega 322,790 George Sun 

R-Type Sega 1,016,300 Brent Gustafson 

Shinobi Sega 940,100 Brian Herrmann 

Sky Shark Nintendo 1,043,570 JeffYonan 

Space Hairier 2 Genesis 24,994,900 JeffYonan 

Star Force Nintendo 6,443,900 Jonathan Henry 

Super Mario Land GameBoy 999,990 Brent Gustafson 

Tetris (TV) GameBoy 292,000 Steve Dart more 

Thunder Force 2 Genesis 1,144,560 JeffYonan 

Wizards and Warriors Nintendo 639,500 Jim Klly 

Zanac Nintendo 15,197,360 JeffYonan 

For information on how to submit a high score to the U.S. National 
Video Game Team, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: 

U.S. National Video Game Team’s High Score Club, 
c/o Sendai Publications, 1920 Highland, Suite 300, 

Lombard, Illinois 60148 
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ESCAPE 
FROM THE PRISON CAMP 

OF ORDINARY GAMES! 

LICENSED BY NINTENDO FOR PLAY ON THE (Nintendo) 

Seal of Quality 

PRISONERS OP WAR 

Surrounded . .. Captured . . . Imprisoned in an enemy war camp! You’ll have to 
fight your way to freedom with your bare fists. But if you can break into the am¬ 
munition depot, you’ll find grenades, knives, and M-16’s to tilt the odds in your 
favor. This is the prison camp they called “escape-proof.” But they’ve never had 
to reckon with this P.O.W.! 

NK 
SNK Corporation of America, 246 Sobrante Way, Sunnyvale, California 94086. 

Call (800) PLAY SNK. 
© 1989 SNK CORP OF AMERICA 

NINTENDO AND NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 
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American Sammy Corporation 
2421 205th Street, Suite D-104, Torrance, California 90501 

Phone: (213) 320-7167 


